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Auction 
Lot #

Title Description. Catagory Starting 
Price

Closing 
time

1 An 18th c. Wedgwood set 
in steel button.   

Faceted cut-steel on steel made by the manufacturer Matthew Boulton of 
Birmingham England with a ceramic plaque by Wedgwood.  Boulton and 
Wedgwood were friends, alternately co-operating and competing from 1760. 
The plaque is loose in the setting & note tiny nick on right. For information on 
Matthew Boulton: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matthew_Boulton.  NBS large 
(1  1/2”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

2 Wedgwood Livery crest 
lion set in silver button.   

Ceramic Wedgwood plaque of a  Lion seated with a book on a livery torse set 
in gilded silver, back marked on the metal: SILVER FAW G10, #369 
Wedgwood back marked under the mounting.  NBS medium (3/4”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

3 Three oval Wedgwood 
buttons of classical 
figures.   

Ceramic ovals by Josiah Wedgwood, most likely made in the late 19th c., 
back marked: ENGLAND WEDGWOOD, note one has a broken shank.  NBS 
small (5/8” H)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

4 An 18th c. Stuart crystal 
breeches button. 

This little beauty is faceted crystal set in silver, worn on the breeches of men 
in the 18th c., note tiny chips & wear on top, BBB - p.163 #5.   NBS small 
(9/16”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

5 Enameled flowers & jewels 
set in metal button.  

20th c. open worked white metal decorated with painted enamel and two 
faceted purple paste jewels, some enamel missing.  NBS medium (1  1/16”)  

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

6 A 20th c. glass flower 
button.   

Realistic flower of frosted yellow glass with brown glass fused to the back 
which makes the glass glow, BBB p.111 #2, has a rosette shank, a few 
minute chips on the edge. NBS large (1  7/16”) 

Glass Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

7 Beautiful Nailsea looped 
glass button.   

Looped white, rust red & goldstone overlay on a black glass button, similar to 
BBB p.82 #19, NBS medium (13/16”) 

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

8 Lalique ? glass rose set in 
metal button.  

Translucent green glass is in the style of Lalique glass popular in the 1920’s, 
similar to BBB - p.115 #23, looks like it has been glued in the gilded brass 
mounting, NBS large (1  1/2”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

9 Div. I metal bound opal 
glass button.  

Translucent opal glass bound in metal with prong set paste center, similar to 
BBB - p. 99 #36, note wear.  NBS small (1/2”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

10 Div. I metal bound brown 
glass button.  

Opaque rust brown glass bound in metal, similar to BBB - p. 99 #36, note 
wear.  NBS small (7/16”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

11 Black glass Tingue 
octagonal shape button. 

Tingue’s are constructed with a layer of clear colorless glass with a very thin 
colored glass sheet overlay on top. This piece is cemented to a glass base 
with a thin sheet of reflective gold foil or leaf between them. The button is 
faceted to improve reflection, note hairline crack on top.  NBS small (barely 
fits measure) (11/16”) 

Black Glass 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

12 Two glass Tingue buttons 
in barrel shape. 

One ruby & one black glass. Tingue’s are constructed with a layer of clear 
colorless glass with a very thin colored glass sheet overlay on top. This piece 
is cemented to a glass base with a thin sheet of reflective gold foil or leaf 
between them. The button is faceted to improve reflection, note condition of 
tops.  NBS Diminutive & small (3/8”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

13 Two different glass Tingue 
buttons. 

One ruby & one Amber glass. Tingue’s are constructed with a layer of clear 
colorless glass with a very thin colored glass sheet overlay on top. This piece 
is cemented to a glass base with a thin sheet of reflective gold foil or leaf 
between them. The button is faceted to improve reflection, note condition of 
tops.  NBS Diminutive & small (3/8” & 7/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

14 Black glass Tingue square 
shape button. 

Tingue’s are constructed with a layer of clear colorless glass with a very thin 
colored glass sheet overlay on top. This piece is cemented to a glass base 
with a thin sheet of reflective gold foil or leaf between them. The button is 
faceted to improve reflection, unusual blue top, note chip on one corner & 
back edge.  NBS small (3/4” corner-to-corner) 

Black Glass 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

15 Three Italian micro mosaic 
flower buttons.

20th c. glass micro mosaic glass pieces in typical Italian designs, set in gilded 
brass.  NBS smalls (1/2” - 11/16”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

16 Italian micro mosaic bird 
button.   

20th c. glass micro mosaic glass pieces in an unusual rectangular Italian 
design, set in silvered & gilded brass.  NBS medium (5/8” H)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

17 Three Italian micro mosaic 
buttons of roses.   

20th c. glass micro mosaic glass pieces in typical Italian designs, set in gilded 
or silvered brass.  NBS smalls (5/8”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

18 Two Italian micro mosaic 
buttons of buildings.   

20th c. glass micro mosaic glass pieces in typical Italian designs, set in gilded 
brass.  NBS smalls (7/16” & 9/16”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

19 Diminutive Italian micro 
mosaic pyramid button.   

20th c. glass micro mosaic glass pieces in an unusual rectangular Italian 
design, set in gilded brass.  NBS diminutive (5/16”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM
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20 Diminutive ribbon overlay 
glass button.   

Overlay sheath glass over a clear glass base covered completely with a 
twisted spun threads of blue glass overlay, similar as BBB - p. 99 #8.  NBS 
diminutive (5/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

21 Diminutive size Saphiret 
glass button.   

Czech. Saphiret glass set in metal. Saphiret glass has instantly 
recognizable distinctive color tones that are created by fusing gold with a 
sapphire colored blue glass. The technique creates a beautiful fusion of colors 
in varying brown and blue tones, note some tiny chips on side & back. NBS 
Diminutive (5/16”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

22 Three Italian micro mosaic 
buttons of flowers.   

20th c. glass micro mosaic glass pieces in typical Italian designs, set in gilded 
or silvered brass. NBS small & medium (5/8” - 3/4”)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

23 Italian micro mosaic bird 
button.   

20th c. Italian glass micro mosaic, glass pieces in goldstone in an oval shape, 
set in silver or silvered brass.  NBS small (5/8” H)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

24 Italian micro mosaic 
strawberry button.   

20th c. Italian glass micro mosaic, glass pieces in black glass in an oval 
shape, set in gilded brass, note chips as seen in the pictures.  NBS small 
(5/8” H)

Glass in Metal 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

25 Four ribbon overlay glass 
buttons.   

Four ribbon overlay glass buttons.   Overlay sheath glass over a clear glass 
base covered completely with a twisted spun threads of glass overlay, similar 
to BBB - p. 99 #8. NBS smalls (3/8” - 7/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

26 Five ribbon overlay glass 
buttons.   

Overlay sheath glass over a clear or white glass base covered completely 
with a twisted spun threads of glass overlay, similar to BBB - p. 99 #8. NBS 
smalls (3/8” - 7/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

27 Eight ribbon overlay glass 
buttons.   

Overlay sheath glass over a clear glass base covered completely with a 
twisted cane of glass overlay, similar to BBB - p. 99 #6. NBS smalls (3/8” - 
7/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

28 Eight ribbon overlay glass 
buttons.   

Overlay sheath glass over a clear glass base covered completely with a 
twisted cane or spun threads of glass overlay, similar to BBB - p. 99 #6. NBS 
smalls (3/8” - 7/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

29 Twelve ribbon overlay 
glass buttons.   

Overlay sheath glass over a clear glass base covered completely with a 
twisted cane or spun threads of glass overlay, some are swirl backs, similar to 
BBB - p. 99 #6. NBS smalls (3/8” - 7/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

30 Nine ribbon overlay glass 
buttons.   

Overlay sheath glass over a clear glass base covered completely with a 
twisted cane or spun threads of glass overlay, similar to BBB - p. 99 #6 & #8. 
NBS smalls (3/8”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

31 Seven ribbon overlay 
glass buttons.   

Overlay sheath glass over a clear swirl back glass base covered completely 
with a twisted cane or spun threads of glass overlay, similar to BBB - p. 99 
#8. NBS smalls (7/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

32 Eight ribbon overlay glass 
buttons.   

Overlay sheath glass over a clear glass base covered completely with a 
twisted cane or spun threads of glass overlay, 3 have OME, similar to BBB - 
p. 99 #6 & #8. NBS smalls (3/8” - 7/16”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

33 An unusual larger ribbon 
overlay glass button.   

Overlay sheath glass over a clear glass swirl back base covered completely 
with a twisted cane or spun threads of glass overlay, similar to BBB - p. 99 
#8. NBS small (5/8”)

Glass Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

34 An unusual swirl back 
glass button.   

A white glass swirl back base covered completely a with pudding-like colorful 
design of blues, whites & orange glass, note condition of shank & glass. NBS 
small (1/2”)

Glass Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

35 Realistic egg button with 
rooster & chick.   

Realistic egg button with rooster & chick.   An older button made from a 
natural material with gold & red painted design, possibly Asian, the top 
screws off from the bottom to reveal a carved chick inside! Note condition of 
paint & edges. NBS small (9/16” H)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

36 Bird sitting among flowers 
button.  

Deeply carved natural material, the metal ring inserted into the 4-way self 
shank was typical for buttons needing to be removed more often for cleaning 
the outfit, this technique was used in Asian countries as well as others. Note 
condition of back.  NBS medium (1”) 

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

37 Four carved flower 
buttons.   

Roses & other flowers, the top three carved from natural material. NBS 
medium & large (3/4” - 1  1/4”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

38 Black glass Ribbon 
overlay glass button.   

Overlay sheath glass over a black glass swirl back base covered completely 
with a twisted black glass overlay. NBS small (3/4”)

Black Glass 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

39 Evasive medium China 
igloo button. 

The body color is white. It can be seen on page 44 of Guidelines for 
Collecting China Buttons. China buttons were manufactured as early as the 
1840's in England, France, and the United States. A china igloo has the 
construction of a two-hole base  with a straight-sided hollow dome on top 
that has two needle-holes for guiding. NBS medium (3/4”)

China Buttons $25.00 6:30PM
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40 Rare China calico jewel 
button.  

#285 in the Guidelines for Collecting China Buttons. A china jewel is 
described as a ceramic dome or flattened dome set in metal, usually brass. 
China buttons were manufactured as early as the 1840's in England, France, 
and the United States. NBS small (3/8”)

China Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

41 China calico #148 
shamrock pattern in green 
button.   

The #148 pattern can be seen on page 119 of Guidelines for Collecting China 
Buttons. Ceramic button with a green stenciled pattern. China buttons were 
manufactured as early as the 1840's in England, France, and the United 
States. NBS small (3/8”)

China Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

42 China calico red & green 
gingham button.   

Ginghams can be seen on page 123 of Guidelines for Collecting China 
Buttons. Ceramic button with a pattern from dusted colored powder sprinkled 
over an applied sticky medium on the ceramic and then blown off to reveal 
the design and then the button is fired.  China buttons were manufactured as 
early as the 1840's in England, France, and the United States. NBS small 
(1/2”)

China Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

43 China calico pastel 
colored gingham button.   

Ginghams can be seen on page 123 of Guidelines for Collecting China 
Buttons. Ceramic button with a pattern from dusted colored powder sprinkled 
over an applied sticky medium on the ceramic and then blown off to reveal 
the design and then the button is fired.  China buttons were manufactured as 
early as the 1840's in England, France, and the United States. NBS small 
(1/2”)

China Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

44 Rare medium china calico 
#189 pattern in brown 
button.   

The #189 pattern can be seen on page 116 of Guidelines for Collecting China 
Buttons. Ceramic button with a green stenciled pattern. China buttons were 
manufactured as early as the 1840's in England, France, and the United 
States. NBS medium (1”)

China Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

45 Rare mother/daughter 
China igloo buttons. T

he body color is mottled brown grey. It can be seen on page 44 of Guidelines 
for Collecting China Buttons. China buttons were manufactured as early as 
the 1840's in England, France, and the United States. A china igloo has the 
construction of a two-hole base  with a straight-sided hollow dome on top 
that has two needle-holes for guiding. NBS Mother/daughter small & medium 
size (1/2” & 7/8”)

China Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

46 Mother/daughter size 
buttons of lacy glass. 

Late 19th c. to early 20th c. Lacy glass is pressed glass with a lacy pattern in 
fine detail and paint applied to the back and a 4-way box shank. Note the 
chip as seen in pictures. NBS Mother/daughter small & large size (5/8” & 1  
1/4”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

47 Mother/daughter size 
buttons of glass in metal 
Minerva.  

Caramel glass with semi-transparent brown enamel set in metal with a 
stamped brass border, NBS Mother/daughter small & large size (5/8” & 1  
7/16”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

48 Mother/daughter size 
buttons of a crescent man 
in the moon with a comet. 

 Buttons depicting comets were popular after the 1910 re-appearance of 
Halley’s comet. Stamped brass with a tole finish and a stamped brass 
crescent on top. NBS Mother/daughter small & medium size (11/16” & 1  1/8”)

Astronomical 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

49 Mother/daughter size 
buttons of a crane among 
water plants.  

19th c. Blued steel with openwork, gilded & painted metal on top. NBS 
Mother/daughter small & medium size (11/16” & 1  1/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

50 George & Martha 
Washington buttons.  

Two porcelain ceramic buttons with transfers. Back marked 42. NBS large (1  
1/2”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

51 Four porcelain reapers 
buttons. 

A Late 19th c. set of The Four Seasons, transfer printed on porcelain, BBB - 
p.491 #you 7-10. NBS medium (7/8”) 

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

52 Shell button of a woman 
looking at the sun.   

19th c. white carved & openworked pearl over carved, incised & gold painted 
abalone, all set in white metal. Note hairline surface crack on pearl. NBS 
medium (3/4”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

53 Three shell bird buttons.  Carved iridescent shell, two with openwork, one swan. NBS small & mediums 
(3/4” - 15/16”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

54 Iridescent shell monogram 
button.  

Late 19th c. shell with a beautiful coloring of iridescence, incised & filled PW 
monogram and details. NBS large (1  3/4”) 

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

55 Three bird in a tree shell 
buttons.  

Late 19th c. to early 20th c. smokey shell with silvering & gilding on the 
engraved portion of the design. NBS smalls & medium (11/16” - 1”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

56 Four Satsuma flowers 
buttons.  

Japanese satsuma buttons of red & pink flowers. Japanese ceramic Satsuma 
buttons from the late 19th c. - early 20th c. with lovely gold details. Some 
gold missing on edges. NBS medium (3/4”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

57 Three pearl & shell 
buttons.   

Two Colonial smokey pearl with brass pin shanks from 1800 - 1950. As seen 
on BBB - p. 238. One united smokey & white pearl with faceted cut-steels. 
NBS mediums & large (1” - 2  1/8”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM
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58 Set of 6 wood Asian figure 
buttons.  

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. pressed wood buttons of an Asian man near a 
building, BBB - p.253 #18. NBS small (5/8”)

Wood Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

59 Set of three floral wood 
background buttons.   

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. stamped brass over wood set in metal. NBS large 
(1  1/2”)

Wood Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

60 Over The Wall button with 
a celluloid background.   

Similar design in BBB - p.445 #18, stamped & tinted brass with a faux 
tortoise celluloid background set in metal. NBS large (1  3/8”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

61 Set of three celluloid with 
floral border buttons.   

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. stamped & open-worked brass with a celluloid 
center. NBS large (1  3/8”) 

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

62 Vintage Colt rouge button 
of a woman.   

Colt Manufacturing buttons were made by Colt firearms from the mid-1930s 
through 1954. These buttons were made with amino resin and are highly 
collectible. This two piece red & black back marked button was designed to 
open up by unscrewing the molded plastic head top off to reveal a 
compartment in the base in order to hold rouge.  Back marked: COLT PAT 
PENDING #67. NBS medium (1  1/8”)

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$45.00 6:00PM

63 Victorian celluloid with 
black glass button.   

Late 19th c. celluloid with stamped brass on top set in metal, has a black 
glass with silver luster center. Note condition of silver luster.  Refer to BBB - 
p. 59. NBS medium (1  1/8”)

Celluloid Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

64 Two Victorian celluloid 
with OME buttons.   

Late 19th c. celluloid with stamped brass on top set in metal, has perforate 
stick up OME’s. Refer to BBB - p. 59 & 60. NBS large (1  1/4”)

Celluloid Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

65 Victorian celluloid with 
black glass button.   

Late 19th c. celluloid with stamped brass border set in metal, has a faceted 
black glass stick up center. Refer to BBB - p. 59. NBS medium (1  3/16”)

Celluloid Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

66 Victorian Asian ladies 
walking on pattens button.  

Subject matter is similar to BBB - p.541 #16. Many Victorian picture buttons 
were inspired by Gilbert & Sullivan’s comic opera“The Mikado”. Stamped & 
incised brass with white metal (pewter ?) figures. NBS large (1  1/2”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

67 Very scarce oval William 
Tell picture button.  

Seen in BBB - p. 501 #8, William Tell and son with a soldier at left pointing to 
Gessler’s hat on a pole in the background. Heavily tinted stamps brass. NBS 
large (1  1/8” H)   

Story Buttons $45.00 6:00PM

68 Horse racing button.   Early 20th c., larger size of BBB - p. 319 #9 Horse race with two horses neck 
& neck and one falling in the foreground. Silvered brass in high relief.  NBS 
medium (1  3/16”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

69 Rare early oval airplane 
commemorative button.  

A stamped & tinted metal button depicting Glenn Curtiss and one of his 
aircraft. Glenn H. Curtiss was a noted motorcycle builder and racer, who built 
and produced engines for airships as early as 1906. In 1908, he became 
involved in the Aerial Experiment Association (AEA), a group founded by 
Alexander Graham Bell. For more information: http://aviation-history.com/
early/curtiss.htm  NBS large (1  3/4” W)

Transportation 
Buttons

$45.00 6:00PM

70 Two early aircraft & pilot 
buttons.  

Stamped & gilded metal with jewel OME, depicting aircraft and attire from 
around the turn of the century. NBS small (9/16”) 

Transportation 
Buttons

$45.00 6:00PM

71 Four buttons depicting 
animals.   

A snail, dog & cat playing, lizard on a shamrock and sea creatures. Materials 
of brass, celluloid ? background, steel over brass over dyed shell. One Paris 
back mark. NBS smalls (around 5/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

72 Rare extra large Terrier 
head button.  

Stamped & tinted brass in high relief with faceted cut-steel eyes and tongue 
applied to a one-piece stamped brass background. BBB - p. 303 #2. NBS 
large (1  15/16”)

Animal Buttons $45.00 6:00PM

73 Mother/daughter owl head 
buttons.   

Stamped in high relief which was first lacquered black then each feather was 
engraved into the brass, very high quality, BBB - p. 347 #17. NBS Mother/
daughter small & large (5/8” & 1  1/2”)

Animal Buttons $45.00 6:00PM

74 Owl in the Belfry button.   Also known as The Fatal Bellman, BBB - p. 347 #10. Stamped, tinted & 
pierced brass. NBS medium (1  3/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

75 Seven owl buttons.  Materials include brass, white metal and horn. NBS small & medium (9/16” - 
7/8”)

Animal Buttons $45.00 6:00PM

76 Two diving frog buttons.  Larger one is similar to BBB - p.269 #29. stamped brass. Smaller is stamped 
brass in a metal with a dark finish. NBS small & medium (5/8” - 1”)

Animal Buttons $35.00 6:00PM

77 Two deer stag buttons.   Larger one is the Leaping Stag, BBB - p. 279 #16, stamped & tinted brass. 
The smaller one is most likely stamped brass which was first lacquered black 
then engraved into the brass. NBS medium & large (15/16” & 1  7/16”)

Animal Buttons $35.00 5:30PM

78 Two deer buttons.  Doe in the Forest, BBB - p. 285 #18. Stag at Rest, BBB - p. 285 #26. 
Stamped & tinted brass. NBS large (1  1/4” & 1  7/16”)

Animal Buttons $35.00 5:30PM

79 Man in the Moon button.   BBB - p. 403 #4. Moon with beard and flying hair with a wide ornate border, 
stamped & tinted brass. NBS medium (1  3/16”)

Astronomical 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM
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80 Three Sol and Luna 
buttons.   

Similar to BBB - p. 399 #21. The sun (Sol) and the moon (Luna), one-piece 
stamped brass. NBS medium (15/16”)

Astronomical 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

81 Six Astronomical buttons.  Man in the moon with Halley’s comet, other crescents, and Zodiac subjects. 
Materials of tinted white metal, brass with tole finish, white metal and horn 
with inlay. NBS small & medium (9/16” - 3/4”)

Astronomical 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

82 Six Christina pewter 
buttons.  

Animals, cars and covered bridge. Stamped pewter by the Christina pewter 
button company. All signed CHR. NBS medium (11/16”)

Metal Buttons $35.00 5:30PM

83 Two Vintage realistic 
people buttons.   

Cast white metal realistic African woman’s head and Native American. NBS 
large (1”H)

People Buttons $35.00 5:30PM

84 Two velvet background 
buttons.   

A Dickensian character with a hat and cloak BBB - p. 535 #34. Pyramid with a 
palm tree. Stamped & tinted metal with velvet backgrounds. NBS small 
( 9/16” & 5/8”)

Fabric Buttons $35.00 5:30PM

85 Three tintype buttons of 
lovey ladies.   

A tintype is a photograph made by creating a direct positive on a thin sheet of 
metal coated with a dark lacquer or enamel and used as the support for the 
photographic emulsion, the subject had to sit unmoving for a very long time 
during the exposure, set in metal with a metal rim. NBS small (7/16”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

86 Two Liberty head buttons.   Goodyear rubber head of Liberty, BBB - p. 53 #2. c. 1851. Both back marked. 
NBS small & medium  (5/8” & 1  1/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

87 Rare rubber “Greenbacks” 
political dancing frogs 
button. 

Hard rubber, back mark: N.R.Co. Goodyear’s P=T 1851, BBB p. 678 #24, 
Inspired by political cartoons after the civil war. NBS medium (3/4”) 

Animal Buttons $45.00 5:30PM

88 Mother/daughter Sun & 
the frog buttons.   

A button subject inspired by an Aesops fable and LaFontaine, dyed & molded 
horn with the design in low relief, BBB - p. 376 #21. NBS Mother/daughter 
small & medium (5/8” & 1  1/16”)

Animal Buttons $45.00 5:30PM

89 Unusual button of a 
Japanese woman looking 
in a mirror.   

Stamped & tinted brass with a silvered reflection in the mirror. NBS small 
(9/16”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

90 Two commemorative oval 
buttons.  

The Mayflower Plymouth Mass. The White House Washington, D.C. Sterling 
silver with added shanks, back marked: sterling. NBS medium (9/16 ‘ X  7/8”)

Commemorative  
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

91 Six sporting buttons.   Wolf with his foot caught in a trap, saddled horse, fisher cat ?, deer and 
hunting hounds. Buttons like these were worn on sporting jackets during the 
hunt. Stamped brass with various back marks.  NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Sporting Buttons $45.00 5:30PM

92 Nine early gilt rose 
buttons.   

Also called Golden Age, c.1830 - 1850. Similar to BBB - p. 219. All back 
marked. NBS medium (3/4”)  

Metal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

93 Three Golden Age 
watchcase buttons.   

Highly gilded Golden Age buttons, c.1830 - 1850. Similar to BBB - p. 219 #21 
& #22. Scovills & Co. back marks. NBS small & medium (7/16 ‘ - 15/16”)

Metal Buttons $45.00 5:30PM

94 Two small vest buttons.   Jacksonian square rigger ship, BBB - p. 215 #21, c. 1825 - 1840, gilt brass 
with a separate rim, back marked. Rimmed pewter thistles with a brass 
separate rim but this one has a brass back, c.1830’s. NBS small (7/16”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

95 Three small vest buttons.   Jacksonian wheat sheaf and a square rigger ship, BBB - p. 215 #14 & #21, c. 
1825 - 1840, gilt brass with a separate rim, back marked. The flower button is 
a similar construction but not a brass back so probably not a Jacksonian. 
NBS smalls (1/2” - 7/16”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

96 Nine Jacksonian cousins 
& rimmed pewter buttons.  

Refer to BBB - p. 208 & 212. c. 1825 - 1840, gilt brass or pewter with a 
separate rim, some back marked. NBS small (around 3/8”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

97 Fourteen early gilt vest 
buttons.   

One-piece brass buttons from London, originally gilded, all back marked. 
These can be cleaned. NBS small (3/8”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

98 Fifteen commemorative & 
other buttons.   

Cold Water Army, Liberty bells, U.S. Grant, Washington and others. Materials 
of brass, black glass etc…, some back marked. NBS smalls & mediums 
(7/16” - 7/8”) 

Commemorative  
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

99 Two Billy Possum 
commemorative buttons.    

Billy Possum was a popular nickname for William Henry Taft, successor to 
Roosevelt for the presidency in 1908, Taft was often represented as a 
opossum in political cartoons of the day, stamped brass, BBB p.679 #47, 
stamped brass. NBS medium (7/8” & 1  1/8”)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

100 Three Whig campaign of 
1834 buttons.   

Albert’s p.423 - PC99Av. RV10 13mm, 1-piece brass, back marked, plus two 
other buttons. NBS small & medium (7/16” - 7/8”)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

101 Harrison log cabin button.   Harrison & Reform, Albert’s p.426 - PC139A RV35, from the William Henry 
Harrison & Van Buren campaign of 1840, 2-piece brass. NBS medium (20mm)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$35.00 5:00PM

102 Harrison log cabin button.   Albert’s p.431 - PC163Av. RV10, from the William Henry Harrison & Van Buren 
campaign of 1840, 1-piece brass. NBS small (13mm)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM
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103 Abraham Lincoln 
commemorative button.   

Bust of Lincoln facing right, Albert’s p. 440 - PC259A RV2, thin metal with five 
prongs. NBS small (13mm)  

Commemorative 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

104 William McKinley 
commemorative button.   

Bust of McKinley facing right with inscription “McKinley”, Albert’s p. 450 - 
PC394A RV2, a button struck in 1952 from an old die of a McKinley medal by 
the Ball & Socket Mfg. Co. of Cheshire, CT. (formally the Cheshire Mfg. Co.) 
NBS medium (28mm)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

105 Garfield and Arthur 
campaign button.   

Albert’s p.444 - PC326A RV10, from their campaign of 1880, 2-piece brass. 
NBS medium (21mm)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

106 Blaine and Logan 
campaign button.   

Albert’s p.445 - PC342A RV10, from their campaign of 1884, 2-piece brass. 
NBS medium (19mm)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$35.00 5:00PM

107 Rough & Ready Zachary 
Taylor campaign button.   

Albert’s p. 435 PC225B RV20, from the 1848 Zachary Taylor & Lewis Cass 
campaign, 2-piece brass, back marked. NBS medium (23mm)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$35.00 5:00PM

108 Lafayette presentation 
button of Washington.   

Bust of George Washington with the hair ribbon on pigtail in “full connection”, 
Albert’s p. 413 PC17A RV15, strike of 1876 - Centennial Exhibition, 
Philadelphia, PA., 1-piece gilded brass, elaborate back mark! NBS medium 
(20MM)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$45.00 5:00PM

109 Bust of Kossuth button.   Bust of Governor Louis Kossuth wearing the “Kossuth hat”: a hat with a flat-
topped crown & rolled rim, c.1851, he was greeted by the US as a great 
champion of democracy and honored with parades, he spoke before 
Congress in an attempt to raise funds for a restoration of democracy in 
Hungary. For more information: https://www.militaryimagesmagazine-
digital.com/2015/12/02/uniforms-history-winter-2016/. Albert’s p.458 UU127V 
RV35, rmdc, back marked, brass. NBS small (13MM)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$35.00 5:00PM

110 Henry Clay campaign 
button.   

Bust of Henry Clay facing left, Albert’s p.433 - PC203 RV75, from the 
presidential campaign of Henry Clay & Theodore Frelinghuysen c.1824 - 
1832. 2-piece brass. NBS medium (29MM)

Commemorative 
Buttons

$75.00 5:00PM

111 University of the South 
uniform button.   

The university’s motto: Ecce Quam Bonum (Behold how good a thing is), 3-
piece gilded brass, Scovill back mark. NBS medium (1”)

Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

112 Erin Go Braugh uniform 
button.   

An Irish phrase meaning Ireland Forever, featuring an Irish harp and 
shamrocks, 2-piece gilded brass. NBS medium (7/8”)

Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

113 Grand Central Depot 
uniform button.   

A detailed rendition of Grand Central Station in NYC, 2-piece gilded brass, 
Scovill back mark. NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

114 Sleeping Car Conductor 
uniform button.   

A detailed rendition of a railroad sleeping car on the track, 2-piece tinted 
metal. NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

115 New York Militia uniform 
button.   

Post revolution button. The word excelsior indicates superior quality, Albert’s 
p. 199 - NY10 RV3, 1-piece brass, back marked. NBS medium (7/8”)

Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

116 Two US Infantry uniform 
buttons.   

Worn by army infantry from 1851 onward, Albert’s p. 39 - GI89A2 RV1, 2-
piece brass, back marked. NBS medium  (21 - 23mm)

Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

117 Two US Artillery uniform 
buttons.   

Worn by army artillery from 1821 onward, Albert’s p.60 - AY80 RV2, 2-piece 
brass, back marked. NBS medium (23mm)

Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

118 US Riflemen uniform 
button.   

Worn by army riflemen from 1854 onward, Albert’s p.78 - RF17F RV8, 2-piece 
brass, back marked. NBS medium (19mm)

Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

119 Realistic leather purse 
button by DuBois.   

Hand tooled leather with yellow metal moveable OME on the sides by Nancy 
DuBois in 1998, signed on back. NBS large (2  1/4” H)

Object Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

120 Todd Oldham buttons.   This famous fashion designer’s buttons on an original store card, brass & 
brass jeweled buttons made by the Streamline Button Co., NY.  NBS medium 
(7/8” & 1  1/16”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

121 Ladybug buttons by Marie 
Christine Pavone.   

On original store card, hand painted plastic buttons by this famous artist from 
Paris, signed on back of card. NBS medium (7/8”) card (6  1/2” H)  

Animal Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

122 Five Vintage accordion 
player Goofies buttons.   

Painted plastic realistic. NBS medium (3/4”) Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

123 Four Vintage Butterscotch 
Bakelite trim.   

Cone shaped hollow behive-like cones with holes on either side on the open 
end. Measures 2” H.

Vintage Trim $25.00 7:00PM

124 Four original china sample 
cards.   

Original store cards of china buttons from the Bapterrosses Factory in Briare 
France, similar card label in page 13 of Guidelines for Collecting China 
Buttons. NBS small & Diminutive sizes. 

China Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

125 Satsuma in silver button of  
Iris’s with Mt. Fuji.

Japanese ceramic Satsuma set in silver button from the late 19th c. - early 
20th c. of  Hanashobu Iris’s with Mt. Fuji in the background, back marked by 
maker. Similar to button in the book: “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by 
Nishida and Allen p. 35. NBS large (1 7/16”)

Satsuma Buttons $45.00 7:00PM
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126 French eagle velvet 
button.   

A French eagle under a Royal crown. This button is possibly associated with 
the court or household of Napoleon III, Livery ?. brass escutcheon held on at 
the top only over purple-black velvet set in metal, Paris back mark. NBS 
medium (13/16”) 

Fabric Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

127 Royal crown with leaves 
steel button.   

A 19th c. escutcheon pin shank over gilded metal on top of vacated steel. 
NBS medium (1”)

Object Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

128 Horn inlay woman with 
bird button.   

Natural horn with white metal & shell inlay. NBS medium (1”) People Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

129 Rare Ivoriod Cupid riding a 
swan button.   

BBB p.441 #11. the Thorwaldsen design from a series of bas-reliefs 
illustrating the story of Leda 7 Jupiter in the form of a swan ridden by Cupid, 
tinted ivoroid celluloid set in metal. NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

130 French ceramic knight 
button by Rey.    

Ceramic sculpted button by Paul Henry Rey of France, he lived from 1904 - 
1981. For more information on him: https://www.courtgallery.com/artists/347-
henri-paul-rey/works/9834/. NBS large (1  5/8” H)

Ceramic Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

131 Ceramic French flags 
button by Line Vautrin.   

Signed ceramic button made by this famous jewelry, objects & button maker 
from France. She lived from 1913 - 1997. Refer to similar buttons in Loic 
Allio’s book BOUTONS, p.182. NBS medium (1  1/8”)  

Ceramic Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

132 Unusual coiled soutache 
fabric background button.   

19th c. white metal button of elaborate rows of leaves around a central Tudor 
rose with a very unusual green coiled soutache fabric background. Soutache 
is created by weaving a decorative thread around and between two parallel 
cords and completely covering the cores; this produces a piece of trim with a 
braided or herringbone pattern. Often woven of metallic bullion thread, silk, or 
a blend of silk and wool. NBS large (1  1/4”)  

Fabric Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

133 French elaborate horn 
feather button.   

Molded & pressed horn button made in France, c. 1850 - 1870’s, Paris back 
marked. NBS large (1  3/8”)  

Natural Material 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

134 Very scarce Raven & the 
Fox horn fable button.   

BBB p.375 #16. The Raven and the Fox is LaFontaine’s fable title, Arsop 
called it The Fox and the Crow, This design was taken directly from Doré’s 
headpiece to this fable in LaFontaine.  Molded, dyed & pressed large horn. 
NBS large (1  3/4”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

135 An 18th c. copper rebus ? 
button. 

Rare hand chased copper  button of an infinity symbol with plants. Symbols 
were often used in rebus buttons from France in the 18th c. NBS large (1  
3/8”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

136 An 18th c. Wedgwood & 
paste classical figure 
button.   

Ceramic plaque made by Josiah Wedgwood of Greek classical figure with a 
cherub set in silver with a paste border. NBS large (1  3/8”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

137 Woven hair under glass in 
metal button.   

An antique mourning button made from woven human hair under glass set in 
gold, there is a worn mark on the back so can not tell what karat. Using hair in 
buttons was another way to engage with and even control the natural world, 
freezing a moment of a loved one's life in time for remembrance. NBS 
medium (3/4”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

138 Original set of Guinness 
vest buttons.   

On an original store card, reverse-carved & painted Guinness charcters set in 
metal from England, back marked Gunness. NBS small (5/8”) card (5  7/8” W)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 7:30PM

139 Silver horse & rider in an 
octagonal shape button.   

Hallmarked silver with engraved & chased design of a Gentleman on 
horseback. NBS large (1  1/4”)  

Silver Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

140 An 18th c. Wedgwood in 
copper button.   

Ceramic plaque made by Josiah Wedgwood of a classical Greek woman 
seated in a chair next to an urn on a pedestal. NBS large (1  3/8”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

141 An 18th c. Halle Aux Blés 
under glass button.   

Paper under glass set in metal with the verbal identification on the front. This 
famous building in Paris was a wheats or grains exchange used by grain 
traders starting in 1763-67.  NBS large (1  7/16”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

142 Victorian piqué inlay 
flowers button.   

This pique inlay is metalwork in either tortoise or horn set in metal. the metal 
setting looks more modern so it may have been restored after the Victorian 
era. Piqué work, decorative technique, usually employed on tortoiseshell, in 
which inlaid designs are created by means of small gold or silver. The art 
reached its highest point in 17th- and 18th-century France. NBS large (1  
1/4”) 

Natural Material 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

143 A sparkly jewel button.   Late 19th c. - early 20th c. prong set purple and clear faceted pastes set in 
white metal. NBS large (1  3/8”) 

Jewel Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

144 Early 20th c. jewel button.   Prong set faceted pastes and reverse prong set turquoise glass set in brass. 
NBS medium (1  1/8”)

Jewel Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

145 Unusual enamel button 
with a border of flowers.   

Beautiful cobalt enamel with an unusual design and a tulips & other flowers 
border, the base looks to be silver but is unmarked. NBS medium (1”)  

Enamel Buttons $25.00 7:30PM
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146 Italian micro mosaic 
flowers button.   

20th c. glass micro mosaic glass pieces in an unusual domed Italian design, 
set in silvered & gilded brass, back marked: ITALY. This button can be 
cleaned. NBS medium (13/16)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 7:30PM

147 Wedgwood Greek head 
set in silver button.   

Ceramic black Wedgwood plaque of a Greek man wearing a laurel wreath, set 
in silver, back marked on the metal: WEDGWOOD Silver. NBS medium (1”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

148 Enamel musical 
instruments button.  

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. button of brass musical instruments over black 
enamel with a border of Champlevé enamel and brass with faceted cut-
steels. NBS large (1  5/8”)

Object Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

149 An 18th c. Stuart crystal 
breeches button. 

This little beauty is faceted crystal set in silver, worn on the breeches of men 
in the 18th c., note tiny chips & wear on top, BBB - p.163 #5.   NBS small 
(1/2”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

150 Faux mosaic glass flowers 
& paste button.   

A very pretty faux mosaic button of glass set in metal with a faceted paste 
border, all prong set pieces.  NBS large (1  3/8”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 7:30PM

151 Modified ball amber glass 
tingue button.   

Tingue’s are constructed with a layer of clear colorless glass with a very thin 
colored glass sheet overlay on top. This piece is cemented to a glass base 
with a thin sheet of reflective gold foil or leaf between them. The button is 
faceted to improve reflection. NBS small (1/2”)

Glass Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

152 Art Nouveau style glass 
flower button.   

Semi transparent iridescent clear and green glass with a painted back and 4-
way box shank. NBS medium (7/8”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

153 Horn button of a train 
chugging along a track.   

Molded, dyed & pressed horn, T. Cox back mark. NBS medium (1  1/8”) Transportation 
Buttons

$35.00 7:30PM

154 Realistic ceramic stingray 
button.   

Glazed with open work ceramic hand made button, back marked by maker. 
NBS large (1  5/16”) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

155 Hallmarked silver cherubs 
cavorting button.   

930 silver made in Sheffield England in 1897 ? maker: S.B.L with an F in an 
oval signifying that this button was exported to France. NBS medium (3/4”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

156 Vintage celluloid highland 
dancer button.   

Tinted & buffed celluloid in a diamond shape from the 1930’s of a Scottish 
dancer.  NBS large (2  1/8” corner-to-corner)

Celluloid Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

157 Burwood/Syrocco ship 
captain button. 

A ship captain steering his ship, painted & processed wood button made by 
the Burwood company of Michigan, c. 1950’s. NBS large (2”)

Wood Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

158 Huge Vintage butterscotch 
Bakelite flower button.   

Carved butterscotch Bakelite, c.1920’s & 30’s. NBS large (2”) Bakelite Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

159 Modern rhinestone 
dragonfly button.   

Prong set faceted glass paste rhinestones in yellow metal, back marked: 
JANA • Handmade • Czech Republic. NBS large (2  1/8”)

Jewel Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

160 Vermeil silver child among 
flowers button.   

Hallmarked gilded silver made in Birmingham England in 1905, maker: L & S. 
Gold vermeil is a unique type of gold material used in jewelry that has a .925 
sterling silver base, and that base is expertly plated in gold. Even though gold 
vermeil jewelry contains sterling silver as its base, the color of gold vermeil 
will always be a beautiful yellow golden color. NBS medium (1  1/8”)

Silver Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

161 Cold enamel & paste turtle 
button.   

White metal with pastes and what looks to be cold enamel. Cold enamelling 
is the process of applying colour to metal and then sealing it with a glass like 
substance. The base resin is mixed with with a coloured resin & a hardener to 
achieve the desired look. NBS large (1  1/2”H)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

162 Purple glass in metal 
button.   

A 20th c. prong set glass in metal button with paste border. NBS medium (1  
1/8”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

163 Uncle Wiggly & friends 
tagua nut button set.   

Six incised & inked Vintage tagua nut (vegetable ivory). Uncle Wiggly 
Loungers is the main character of a series of children’s stories by Howard R. 
Garis starting in 1910 for the Newark news. NBS medium ( 3/4” )

Story Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

164 Synthetic polymer enamel 
painted fish button.   

Reverse-painted fish with a wonderfully textured top surface, sew through. 
NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

165 Plant life and “V” inlay 
button.   

Tortoise veneer over horn with brass, white metal, abalone & iridescent shell 
inlay. NBS medium (1  1/16”) 

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

166 Rare handkerchief corner 
horseshoe button.    

Late 19th c. brass over brass with the base corners folded up and over to 
create the handkerchief effect.  NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Object Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

167 Openwork Brass jewel 
with enamel button.   

Enamel with real pearls & gemstones inset in silvered metal, c. 1900’s. NBS 
medium (1  1/8”)

Jewel Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

168 Large Jewel set in metal 
with many cut steels 
button.   

A stunning glass cabuchon set in metal with faceted cut-steels in two shapes, 
c. 1900’s.  NBS large (1  1/2”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

169 Extra large milking cow 
button.   

Detailed stamped brass, 20th century. NBS large (2  1/16”) Animal Buttons $35.00 7:00PM
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170 Motiwala enamel flower 
set in silver button.   

Transfer on enamel set in silver, made by Bagwan Motiwala of Bombay, India, 
c.1950’s. NBS large (1  3/8")

Enamel Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

171 Very early Chinese enamel 
cloisonné potted flowers 
button. 

A very heavy bronze-type metal with colorful cloisonné enamel, most likely 
pre-18th c., enamel back. NBS large (2  1/8”)

Enamel Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

172 An 18th c. silvered copper 
with enamel button.   

Chased & silvered copper with colorful enamel floral center. NBS large (1  
5/16”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

173 Oval Jasperware classical 
figure set in metal button.   

Wedgwood or  Jasperware oval plaque of a Greek woman next to an anchor 
set in brass. NBS large (1  3/8”H)

Ceramic Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

174 An 18th c. chased floral 
copper button.   

Chased copper plant life design. NBS large (1  1/4”) 18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

175 An 18th c. Transitional 
chased floral copper 
button.   

Chased & engraved copper plant life design. Transitional meaning it could 
have been made in the Late 18th c. or early 19th c., back marked: IN GILT. 
NBS large (1  3/8”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

176 An 18th c. chased & 
silvered copper button.   

Chased copper design with a heavily chased border. NBS large 18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

177 An 18th c. woodback 
button.   

Repoussé is a method of decorating metals in which parts of the design are 
raised in relief from the back or the inside of the article by means of hammers 
and punches; definition and detail can then be added from the front by 
chasing or engraving. This has a wood back with cat gut shank. NBS medium 
(1”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

178 Peking glass container 
button.   

A Chinese container with a flower lid. Peking glass is an overlay carved glass 
created by layering material around a core, similar to cameo glass. Peking 
glass originated in 18th century China during the rule of the Qing Dynasty in 
China. This button is a more contemporary 20th century example. NBS large 
(1  7/16”)

Glass Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

179 Oval glass cameo head 
set in silver button.   

A beautiful oval blue glass cameo of a woman with almost contained hair set 
in sterling silver,  back marked, c.1996. NBS large (1  5/8”H)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

180 Oval glass cameo head 
set in white metal button.  

Mottled glass oval cameo of an Art Nouveau-type woman prong set in 
stamped white metal. NBS large (2  1/4”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

181 Chinese enamel sculptural 
flower button.   

A stunning painted enamel on metal flower button that has 1/2” hight from the 
scalloped shape base, c. early 20th c., back marked. NBS large (1  1/2”)

Enamel Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

182 Enamel Motiwala young 
Jesus button. 

Transfer on enamel set in silver, made by Bagwan Motiwala of Bombay, India, 
c.1950’s, NBS large (1  3/8”) 

Enamel Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

183 Enamel button of a French 
jester’s head.   

Painted enamel set in brass, 20th century. NBS medium (1  1/8”) Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

184 Ivoroid young man button.   Head of a young man in early 16th c. costume. BBB p.517 #21. Tinted ivoroid 
(single sheet of pressed celluloid) set in brass. NBS large (1  9/16”)

Celluloid Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

185 Sweet fabric & glass 
beaded flowers button.  

Printed or painted fabric with a border of glass beads. NBS medium (3/4”) Fabric Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

186 Embroidered fabric with 
glass center.   

19th c. fabric with detailed embroidery and a faceted glass center sewn on 
with embroidery thread. NBS large (1  1/4”)

Fabric Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

187 Police man garter button.   A funny painted silk garter button with a pad shank from the 1920’s. This 
button was made to warn a suitor to “stop, go no further!” NBS medium (7/8”)

Fabric Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

188 Bow on velvet button by 
Sam Biern.   

Brass bow on top of a velvet background set in brass, back marked. Sam 
Biern started making buttons in 1933 and for 28 years his company, Sam 
Biern Inc. manufactured buttons, buckles, ornaments and costume jewelry in 
NYC. NBS large (1  1/2”)

Fabric Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

189 An 18th c. French 
Passementrie button.   

Tarnished silver & gold bullion threads with sequins over metal with a fabric & 
thread back. NBS medium (1  1/8”) 

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

190 Man courting two women 
button.   

Transfer on oil cloth over metal. NBS large (1  3/4”) Fabric Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

191 Japanese Shakudo crane 
button.   

Sahkudo is a Japanese billon of gold & copper (typically 4–10% gold, 96–
90% copper), one of the irogane class of colored metals, which can be 
treated to develop a black, or sometimes indigo, patina, resembling lacquer, 
in which gold, silver & copper metals are inlaid in to the metal base. This 
crane stands among flowers, repaired shank. NBS large (1  1/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

192 Satsuma button of 
Noblewomen conversing.   

Japanese ceramic Satsuma button from the late 19th c. - early 20th c., note 
some wear, NBS medium (1 3/16”) 

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 6:30PM
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193 Fierce dragon button.   A dragon standing up on it’s hind legs ready to spring forward! Carved natural 
material set in ebony ?. NBS large (1  5/8”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$35.00 6:30PM

194 Old Inuit Eskimo whale 
button.   

Hand carved and inked humpback ? whale, Eskimo button made from natural 
material for in their native country. NBS large (1  1/2”)  

Natural Material 
Buttons

$45.00 6:30PM

195 Huge Vintage plastic pear 
button.   

Carved plastic pear that is translucent, with a single shank. NBS large (3  3/8”
H)  

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

196 Brooks fish button.   Hand painted casein by Edith & Alan Brooks of England, c. 1960’s. NBS small 
(5/8”) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

197 Ceramic African button 
with moveable earrings.   

Glazed ceramic with brass earrings that move! NBS medium (1  1/4”) People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

198 Plastic African button with 
moveable earrings.   

Painted plastic with brass earrings that move! NBS medium (13/16H) People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

199 Vintage Bakelite Native 
American kachina button.   

Painted butterscotch Bakelite. NBS large (1  5/16”) Bakelite Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

200 Oval Vintage plastic clown 
? face button.   

Probably celluloid on celluloid button of a fun face. NBS large (1  7/8”)   Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

201 Vintage plastic prancing 
deer button.   

Probably painted celluloid realistic deer button. NBS large (2  3/4”W) Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

202 Carved wood dog button.   A Husky ? dog realistic with carved details. NBS large (2  5/8” head-to-paw) Wood Buttons $25.00 6:30PM
203 Realistic Frog on a lily pad 

button.   
Hand carved Asian button in a natural material with painted eyes. Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

204 Carved boxwood frog on 
bamboo button.    

Carved in a Netsuke style (on all sides) boxwood with glass eyes, Asian 
signature on back, NBS medium (1  1/4”H) 

Wood Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

205 Carved boxwood ram 
jumping button.   

Carved in a Netsuke style (on all sides) boxwood with glass eyes, Asian 
signature underneath, NBS large (1  3/8”H)

Wood Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

206 Carved boxwood Foo dog 
button. 

A fierce Asian foo dog, carved in a Netsuke style (on all sides) boxwood with 
glass eyes, Asian signature underneath, NBS large (1 5/16” paws to tail)

Wood Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

207 Carved realistic owl 
button. 

Carved, incised and painted vegetable ivory button, carved in the Netsuke 
style carving on all sides, Asian signature, NBS large (1  3/4”H)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

208 Carved realistic Buddha 
button. 

Carved, incised and painted vegetable ivory button, carved in the Netsuke 
style carving on all sides, Asian signature under his feet, NBS large (1 5/8” H) 

People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

209 Carved button of four 
horses.    

Carved & tinted natural material with glass eyes, realistic shape with 
openwork, NBS large (3  1/2” W) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

210 Carved monkey business 
button.    

Monkey hear no evil, say no evil & see no evil, carved & painted natural 
material button in a modified rectangular shape with openwork, NBS large (2 
1/16” W) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

211 Realistic Fan button with a 
zebra walking.    

Carved, incised & inked natural material. Asian signature on back. NBS large 
(1  1/2”W)

Object Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

212 Cuddling cats in a heart 
shape button.  

 Carved, incised & inked natural material. Asian signature on back. NBS large 
(1  1/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

213 Two men drumming 
button.   

Carved, incised & inked natural material. NBS large (1  5/16”) People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

214 Oval Jasperware classical 
head button.   

Man’s head with classic wild hair by Marie La Barre-Bennett, signed MB 
1959. Similar to BBB - p.25 #29-31. NBS large (1  1/2”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

215 Green & white Jasperware 
angel button.   

Archangel Michael by Marie La Barre-Bennett, signed MB, c.1950’s. NBS 
large (1  5/8”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

216 Jasperware butterfly on 
flowers button.   

Ceramic bisque Jasperware by Stella Rzanski, signed SR 91. NBS large (1  
7/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

217 Oval Black glass bee 
button.   

Lustered iridescent black glass hatpin top with a converted shank, c.1940’s. 
NBS large (1  3/4”)

Black Glass 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

218 Russian lacquer button of 
a royal scene.   

A king sitting on his thrown handing something to a man in a castle scene. 
NBS large (2”)    

People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

219 Wood Asian figure button.   Late 19th c. - early 20th c. pressed wood button of an Asian man near a 
building, BBB - p.253 #18. NBS large (1  3/8”)

Wood Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

220 Head of a young girl 
button.   

Stamped brass in high relief, BBB p.537 #19. NBS large (1  1/2”) People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM
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221 Painting under glass 
button of a woman.   

19th c. button of a detailed painting on natural material under glass with an 
elaborate tinted brass Rococo border. NBS large (1  3/4W)

People Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

222 Count Fersen lithograph 
button. 

Lithograph set in metal with an imitation gemstone celluloid and white metal 
inner borders. He was a Swedish count, Marshal of the Realm of Sweden and 
a friend or lover of Marie Antoinette the famed Queen of France. NBS large (1 
7/16”) 

People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

223 Enamel button of a 
woman with a bird.   

Painted & transfer enamel. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. NBS medium (15/16”)  Enamel Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

224 Enamel button of a 
counting couple.   

Champlevé enamel. Late 19th c. - early 20th c. He has his Fop hat but we can 
not see her fan. NBS large (1  1/4”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

225 Hallmarked silver button 
of a couple.   

Hallmarked British silver: Chester 1886, Maker: BM, F in a circle signifies that 
this button was exported to France. NBS medium (1  1/16)

Silver Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

226 Hallmarked silver button 
of a woman next to a 
globe.   

Hallmarked British silver: London 1900, Maker: TW. NBS large (1  1/2”) Silver Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

227 Octagonal shape Christian 
Pilgrim button.   

Called Christian from “The Pilgrim’s Progress” by John Bunyan, Similar to 
BBB - p.571 #1, white metal on copper. Possibly started life as a closing. 
NBS large (1  1/4”H)

People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

228 Extra-large button of a 
woman sleeping.   

Tinted & painted sculptural 2-piece metal to look like Gutta Percha. Back 
looks to be painted also. NBS large (1  1/4”H)

People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

229 Young girl holding an 
umbrella button.    

A Victorian child dressed in clothing of the era, BBB p. 455 #5, lead pewter 
over a darkened metal background, NBS large (1 7/16”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

230 Oval porcelain cherub 
button.   

Transfer on porcelain set in brass, a cherub emerging out of a cloud in a 
purple sky. NBS medium (1”) 

Mythological 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

231 Four Porcelain buttons of 
children.   

Children eating, playing games, conversing and having fun! Transfers on 
porcelain set in yellow metal. NBS large (1  1/4”)

People Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

232 Shell in metal button of a 
couple.   

Carved iridescent white shell set in tinted brass with faceted cut-steel border. 
NBS medium (1  1/8”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

233 Carrier pigeon flying steel 
cup button.   

Bird carrying a letter while flying over a scene with a fence. Stamped & tinted 
brass with faceted cut-steel set in a steel cup. NBS large (1  5/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

234 A 14k gold fox head 
button.   

Sporting fox head vest button, marked 14k gold, ruby ? eyes. NBS small 
(9/16”)

Sporting Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

235 An 18th c. Stuart crystal 
breeches button.    

This little beauty is faceted crystal set in silver, worn on the breeches of men 
in the 18th c., note chips & wear on top, BBB - p.163 #5.   NBS small (9/16”)

18th c. Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

236 An 18th c. breeches 
button.   

This little glowing beauty is faceted glass set in silver ?,  worn on the 
breeches of men in the 18th c., note tiny chips & crazing in glass. NBS small 
(7/16”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

237 Ruby glass Tingue 
buttons.    

Tingue’s are constructed with a layer of clear colorless glass with a very thin 
colored glass sheet overlay on top. This piece is cemented to a glass base 
with a thin sheet of reflective gold foil or leaf between them. The button is 
faceted to improve reflection. NBS small (1/2”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

238 Glass paperweight button 
by Gooderham.   

A sculptural glass paperweight button with millefiori cane inside by John 
Gooderham of Canada, signature on back. NBS small (5/8” X 11/16”H)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

239 Large square glass button 
by Leo Popper.    

Yellow glass square button with foil inside and a typical Popper key shank. 
Made by Leo Popper & Sons in the Late 1800’s to early 1900’s. For more 
information on his company: https://glassian.org/Prism/Popper/buttons.html. 
NBS large (1  1/2”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

240 Lacy glass floral button.    Late 19th c. to early 20th c. Lacy glass is pressed glass with a lacy pattern in 
fine detail and paint applied to the back and a hump shank. NBS medium (1”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

241 Composition Paisley 
pattern button.   

Late 1800’s - early 1900’s composition that has been incised & painted.  
Composition is a combinations of pressed materials like sawdust, glue, resin, 
wood flower etc…whatever they had around to make the button. NBS 
medium (1  1/8”)  

Pattern Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

242 Celluloid in metal button 
of cattails & flowers.   

Late 1800’s - early 1900’s incised & painted celluloid set in brass. NBS large 
(1  3/8”)

Celluloid Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

243 Inlay butterfly & flowers 
button.   

Yellow metal & shell inlaid in a natural material. NBS medium (1  1/16”) Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

244 Shibayama button of 
flowers.    

Shibayama is an Asian art inlay technique used to decorate using a variety of 
carved natural materials of varying textures and colors, most often inlaid with 
gemstone, horn, shell and other materials. NBS large (1  3/8”) 

Natural Material 
Buttons

$45.00 6:00PM
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245 Shibayama button of 
woman in a flowing dress.    

Shibayama is an Asian art inlay technique used to decorate using a variety of 
carved natural materials of varying textures and colors, most often inlaid with 
gemstone, horn, shell and other materials. Asian signature. NBS large (1  5/8”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$45.00 6:00PM

246 Ivoroid Balmoral castle 
button.   

Stamped & tinted celluloid ivoroid set in metal, BBB - p. 597 #20. Balmoral 
Castle has been the Scottish home of the Royal Family since it was 
purchased for Queen Victoria by Prince Albert in 1852, having been first 
leased in 1848. NBS large (1  3/8”)

Architectural 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

247 Pearl & steel crescent 
moon button.   

Carved iridescent white pearl with brass & faceted cut-steel OME. NBS large 
(1  3/8”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

248 Oval pearl button 
depicting Jesus?   

Possibly a Bethlehem pearl sew-thru button made from ocean pearl on a 
modified oval shape. NBS large (1  3/4”H)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

249 Bethlehem pearl 
lighthouse button.   

Intricate mother-of-pearl made in Bethlehem, c.1950’s. Reference: https://
wrba.us/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/45-Parkhurst-Dale-Bethlehem-
PEARLS-2007-August-WRBA.pdf. NBS large (1  1/4”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

250 Pearl dove carrying an 
olive branch ?   

19th c. cameo carved (two tone) pearl of the dove that carried an olive brach 
back to Noah’s arc. NBS medium (1  1/4”)  

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

251 Cameo carved woman 
near castle button.   

19th c. cameo carved shell of a woman in a castle scene. NBS medium (1  
1/4”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

252 Carved iris in water scene 
button.   

Carved Asian older natural material with a self shank. NBS medium (1  3/8”) Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

253 Moon face or sun face 
button by Bob Benson.   

Micronesian nut (VI) with carved natural material & blue glass OME. Back 
marked. NBS large (1  5/8”) 

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

254 Realistic horn sea turtle 
button.   

This carved sea turtle button wants to come home with you! The consigner 
said it is made from horn. NBS large (1  3/4”H)    

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

255 Realistic gutta percha bird 
button.     

This bird button wants to come home with you! The consigner said it is made 
from gutta percha. Gutta Percha is derived from the tree, particularly from 
Palaquium gutta, comes from the plant's name in Malay & getah translates as 
“latex”, Percha or perca is an older name for Sumatra, it is a polymer of 
isoprene which forms a rubber-like elastomer. Note the condition, one wing is 
chipped. NBS large (1  5/8”W) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

256 Realistic gemstone koi 
button.   

This little fish is carved gemstone, probably Asian. NBS large (1  3/8”) Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

257 Extra-large realistic wood 
woodpecker button.   

Hand carved wood bird with a glass eye. NBS large (4  3/8”H) Wood Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

258 Molded horn deer running 
button.  

Molded, dyed & pressed horn, most likely  worn on  sporting outfits. NBS 
medium (1  3/16”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

259 Realistic plastic elephant 
wearing a blanket button.   

red plastic realistic elephant with  either white metal or metalized and 
rhinestones. NBS large (1  3/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

260 Leopard laying in wait 
button.    

Ashlee ? leopard, stamped metal. NBS large (1  9/16”) Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

261 Realistic Arita porcelain 
seahorse button.    

Porcelain made by Toshikane Art Porcelain in Tokyo, c. 1060’s, Toshikane 
back mark. NBS medium (1”H)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

262 Silly cute lion button.   Realistic cartoon-like lion, yellow metal with orange plastic behind it’s face 
with faceted black glass ? eyes. NBS large (2  1/16W) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

263 Oval Acrylic woman in a 
hoop skirt button.   

Reverse-carved & painted Vintage acrylic. NBS large (1  3/4”) People Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

264 Vintage Acrylic basket of 
flowers button.   

Reverse-carved & painted. NBS large (1  3/4”) Object Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

265 Gay ’90’s-type jewel 
button.   

Stamped & tinted brass with faceted glass jewels, a triangular design in the 
center, c. 1890 - 1920. NBS large (1  3/8”)

Jewel Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

266 Floral button with 
background.   

Stamped & tinted brass with either a shell or imitation shell background, early 
1900’s. NBS large (1  3/4”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

267 Gem of a button.   A high cabochon of gemstone or glass to look like gemstone set in stamped 
brass. NBS large (1  1/4”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

268 Gay '90's type jewel 
button.   

Faceted blue glass jewel set in stamped brass. early 1900’s. NBS large (1  
3/4”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM
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269 Rare medium china calico 
#114 pattern in blue 
button.   

The #114 pattern can be seen on page 118 of Guidelines for Collecting China 
Buttons. Ceramic button with a green stenciled pattern. China buttons were 
manufactured as early as the 1840's in England, France, and the United 
States. Note worn condition as seen in the pictures. NBS medium (7/8”)

China Buttons $45.00 5:30PM

270 Enamel building water 
scene button.   

Enamel building water scene button.   Painted enamel in a brass concave 
shape. NBS medium (1  1/16”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

271 Two enamel card suit 
buttons.   

The queen of club and the queen of spades, enameled yellow metal. NBS 
medium (1  3/16”H)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

272 Three porcelain zodiac 
buttons.   

Aries, Aquarius & Scorpio. Possibly sold in Asbury park, as per one back 
marked? NBS small (5/8”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

273 Three sweet little Bakelite 
animal buttons.   

Butterscotch Bakelite realistic of an elephant, a butterfly & a bird. NBS small 
(around 9/16”)

Bakelite Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

274 Three sweet plastic 
poodle buttons.   

These realistic little doggies want to go home with you! Modern plastic with 
painted bows. NBS large (1  1/2” nose to tail)

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

275 Displaying peacock wood 
button.   

Incised and painted bone set in boxwood, Asian button. NBS large (1 3/8”) Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

276 Insects flying wood 
button.   

Incised and painted bone set in boxwood, Asian button. NBS large (1 3/8”) Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

277 Frogs on a lilly pad wood 
button.   

Incised and painted bone set in boxwood, Asian button. NBS large (1 3/8”) Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

278 Pegasus rearing up shell 
button.   

Hand painted on white iridescent shell. NBS large (1  3/8”) Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

279 Palm tree beach scene on 
shell button.   

Hand painted on smokey pearl. NBS large (1  7/16”) Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

280 Pair of bridle rosettes.   Horseheads, paper under glass set in white metal. Bridle rosettes were worn 
in pairs by horses on with side of their bridle. NBS large (1  3/4”)

Vintage Trim $25.00 5:30PM

281 Teddy Roosevelt shooting 
a lion button.   

Commemorative stamped brass button, part of a set of three button depicting 
Teddy’s activities during his safari to Africa. NBS medium (1  1/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

282 A 1933 Chicago World’s 
Fair uniform button.  

 A century of progress. Stamped yellow metal, back marked. NBS medium 
(7/8”)

Uniform Button $35.00 5:30PM

283 Rare German chimney 
sweep uniform button.   

Eskaba - Get. Gesch. translation is:  Eskaba (ladder) Gescheclich Geschützt 
(socially protected). 2-piece yellow metal. NBS medium (23mm)

Uniform Button $45.00 5:30PM

284 Rare WW I uniform locket 
button on original card.   

A uniform button that opens like a locket, BBB - p. 633 #10, back marked. 
Works just fine! NBS medium (7/8”) card (2”W)

Uniform Button $45.00 5:00PM

285 Extra-large plastic flowers 
button.   

Imitation carved gemstone made out of casein ? plastic of roses & other 
flowers. NBS large (2  1/4”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

286 Mandarin hat button.    Similar to BBB - p. 631 #3, a mid - late 19th c. hat button with “shank” that 
screws in to attach to the hat. It was worn during formal court ceremonies on 
an official's hat (Qingdai guanmao). The knob of the hat would identify the 
wearer's rank and crystal signifies a fifth-rank or class official. NBS large (2  
3/16”H)

Gemstone Button $45.00 5:00PM

287 Spanish peasant silver 
button with toggle.   

These buttons were worn on Peasant men’s waistcoats throughout the central 
provinces of Spain up until the mid 20th c. and are still made & worn for 
members of folklore societies in places like Salamanca & Zamora. Shown in 
Jane Perry’s book: A Collector’s Guide to Peasant Silver Buttons, p. 13. NBS 
large (1  3/8”)

Silver Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

288 Victorian cut steel shoe 
buckle.   

Faceted cut-steels riveted onto brass, c.1890’s. NBS large (2  5/8” X 2”) Buckles $25.00 5:00PM

289 Multi cross pattern button.   Faceted cut-steel crosses & center riveted to stamped brass, c.1880 - 1900’s.  
NBS large (1  9/16”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

290 Shell & steel button.   Beautiful iridescent shell cabochon with tinted faceted cut-steel double 
border all set in brass. NBS large (1  3/8”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

291 Four steel & steel trim 
buttons.   

Brass with faceted cut-steels, brass & steels in a steel cup, brass on flat steel 
& tinted brass flowers with steel trim. NBS large (1  1/4” - 1  1/16)

Metal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

292 Steels set in horn? button.   Late 19th c., faceted cut-steels set in silvered metal and natural material of 
either horn or another natural material, some of the steels are riveted through 
to hold the button together.  NBS large (1  3/8”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM
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293 Madame Chrysantheme 
black glass button.   

This button was inspired by a novel by Pierre Loti, presented as the 
autobiographical journal of a naval officer who was temporarily married to a 
Japanese woman while he was stationed in Nagasaki, Japan. André 
Messager's 1893opera of the same names based on it, as are some aspects 
of Puccini's 1904 operaMadama Butterfly. BBB - p.87 #10. NBS large (1  1/2”) 

Black Glass 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

294 Glass in white metal 
Persian ? button. 

Stamped white metal (looks to be a Persian design ) with a green glass 
center. NBS large (1 3/16”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

295 Four Satsuma flower 
buttons.    

Japanese Satsuma ceramic flower buttons. NBS small ( 1/2”) Satsuma Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

296 Bimini glass urn button.   Molded cobalt blue glass with gold luster, back marked Bimini shank. NBS 
medium (1  1/8”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

297 Original Benedict & 
Burnham button sample 
book.  

 Golden age, Jacksonians & sandwich glass in metal buttons. NBS medium & 
small sizes. 

Metal Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

298 Jacksonian bust of 
Jefferson button.   

c. 1825 - 1840, gilded brass waistcoat button with a separate rim added to 
the one-piece body, inspired by and made during Andrew Jackson’s 
presidency., back marked. NBS small ( 3/8”)

Commemorative  
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

299 Teddy Roosevelt 
photographic stud.   

Paper photograph set in metal with a post and base stud back, back marked. 
NBS (7/8” )

Studs & cuffs $45.00 7:30PM

300 Silhouettes of George & 
Martha Washington 
buttons.   

Transfers on modified square shell, signed by artist on back: M.M. 1990. NBS 
(1  1/2”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

301 Queen Elizabeth button by 
Motiwala.   

Transfer on enamel set in silver, made by Bagwan Motiwala of Bombay, India, 
c.1950’s. NBS (3/4” )

Enamel Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

302 A 1st Royal Dragoons 
soldier button.   

He is standing at attention with sword drawn. Inceised & inked natural 
material. NBS large (1  11/16” )

Natural Material 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

303 Native American chief 
button.   

Composition ? Back marked by artist: ML 06, (c.2006). NBS large ( 1  3/8”) People Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

304 Transitional imitation fabric 
button.   

Late 18th c. - early 19th c. silvered copper. NBS large (1  1/4” ) 18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

305 An 18th c. copper button 
with radiating patterns.   

Heavily chased & engraved copper. NBS large (1  3/8” ) 18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

306 Transitional copper button 
of cross patterns.   

Late 18th c. - early 19th c. silver plated copper, back marked: Plated. NBS 
large (1  1/4” )

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

307 An 18th c. Tombac button.   Circle and parallel patterns. Tombac is a brass alloy with zinc and a high 
copper content. Tin, lead or arsenic may have been added for coloration. 
NBS large ( 1  3/8”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

308 Transitional silvered metal 
button.  

Late 18th c. - early 19th c. button of circle & cross patterns with leaves and a 
pattern border, silvered metal. NBS large (1  1/2” )

Metal Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

309 A 19th c. embroidered 
fabric button.   

An embroidered on silk ? radiating pattern, glue residue on back. NBS large (1  
3/8”)

Fabric Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

310 A 19th c. floral shell 
button.   

Iridescent shell with gold & silver painted wash & incised floral design. NBS 
medium (1  3/16”) 

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:30PM

311 Gin-bari enamel button of 
flowers.   

Late 19th c. - early 20th c., Japanese Gin- bari enamel is a thin sheet of silver 
that has been tooled with cloisonné enamel over the top, stunning technique. 
NBS medium (1”)

Enamel Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

312 Chinese cloisonné enamel 
button of flowers. 

Cloisonné is a technique of metal strips attached to the metal base that are 
filled in with enamel. Asian back mark in a butterfly shape. NBS large (1  1/4”)

Enamel Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

313 Japanese satsuma 
butterfly button.   

Ceramic Satsuma button from the late 19th c. - early 20th c. with nice 
stippling. NBS medium (7/8”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

314 Japanese satsuma 
wisteria button.   

19th c. - early 20th c. ceramic set in silver in a scalloped shape with nice 
crackle glaze. NBS medium (7/8”)

Satsuma Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

315 Japanese satsuma button 
of women dressing.   

A Japanese woman fixing the hair of another, both wearing elaborate 
kimono’s, 19th c. - early 20th c. ceramic with a lovely crackle glaze. Pictured 
in the book: “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p.244. NBS 
large (1  5/8”) )

Satsuma Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

316 Two Japanese satsuma 
dragon buttons.   

Ceramic Satsuma button from the late 19th c. - early 20th c., one with a 
cobalt back, heavy gold details. NBS small & medium (7/16” & 1”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:00PM
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317 Realistic wood western 
tanager bird button.   

Carved & painted wood with metal legs standing on a brach. NBS large (2  
1/16” head to tail) 

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

318 Scrimshaw cat on a 
natural material button.   

Detailed scrimshaw striped & fluffy feline, signed by the artist. NBS medium 
(1”)  

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

319 Chinese symbol with an 
elephant border button.   

Carved natural material with openwork and paint DF and screwed in shank, 
the symbol in the center represents prosperity. NBS medium (3/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

320 Vintage Bakelite realistic 
animal head button.   

Carved red Bakelite with celluloid ? eye. NBS medium (1” nose to ear) Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

321 Vintage Bakelite realistic 
horse head button.   

Carved semi-transparent red Bakelite with celluloid ? eye. NBS large (1  1/4” 
W)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

322 Saphiret glass jewel 
button.    

Stamped & tinted brass with prong set Saphiret glass set in metal, probably 
made in Gablonz, Czechoslovakia in the late 19th c. - early 20th c., Saphiret 
glass is made by mixing gold into the glass which gives it the characteristic 
brick red & teal blue colors that fluctuate. NBS small (11/16”)

Jewel Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

323 Three Gay ’90’s & other 
jewel buttons.   

Faceted glass jewels set in metal buttons. Gay ’90’s & Victorian jewel buttons 
date from the 1880’s to the early 1900’s. NBS large sizes ( 1  5/8” - 1  3/4”)

Jewel Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

324 Four late 19th c. lacy 
black glass in metal 
buttons.   

Beautiful black glass, 3 with luster decorative finish, imitation fabric & faceted 
cut-steel designs. NBS large (1  3/16” - 1  1/4”) 

Black Glass 
Buttons

$45.00 7:00PM

325 Applied filigree metal 
button.   

An unusual design of applied filigree and balls, possibly a Peasant silver 
button. NBS large (1  1/2”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

326 A button of patterns.   Late 19th c. - early 20th c. metal button with a tole finish with a chased 
design of cross, dots & zig zag patterns. NBS large (1  3/8”)

Metal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

327 Two Realistic mask 
buttons.   

African & Native American mask designs, metal with a golden finish on the 
fronts. NBS medium & large (1  3/16” & 1  1/4”)

Object Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

328 Unusual toggle shape 
button.   

Hand painted natural material with wood ends. One end turns but does not 
open. NBS large ( 2” H) )

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

329 Enamel  button of 
Egyptian sphinx & 
symbols.   

Early 20th c. enamel champlevé enamel with an elaborate border. Egyptian 
theme buttons became popular after the discovery of king Tut’s tomb. large 
( 1  1/2” )

Enamel Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

330 Button of a sailor peering 
through a life preserver 
ring.   

Stamped & tinted white metal with faceted tinted cut-steels. “Lifeboat Man” 
BBB - p.531 #13. NBS large ( 1  1/4” )

People Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

331 Duchess of Devonshire ? 
button.   

Stamped, chased & gilded white metal. NBS large (  1  5/8”) People Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

332 Mountain goat on a rocky 
crag fable button.   

Stamped & tinted brass with a brown velvet background, Similar to BBB - 
p.79 #3. NBS large (  1  7/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

333 Porcelain couple looking 
at an insect button.   

Transfer on porcelain set in metal with gilded back to protect clothing from 
the white metal, repaired shank. NBS (1  7/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

334 Porcelain courting couple 
in nature button.   

Transfer on porcelain set in metal. NBS large (1  7/8”) People Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

335 Five small buttons 
depicting people.   

A tintype woman, lithograph in metal  swashbuckler, lithograph in metal 
woman, stamped brass with steel OME Queen, woven fabric woman’s head. 
NBS smalls (  7/16 “ - 3/4”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

336 Two Japanese satsuma 
buttons.   

Ceramic with gold details from the late 19th c. - early 20th c., one with a 
cobalt back. NBS small & medium (11/16” & 3/4”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

337 Roman head wearing a 
helmet button.   

Vintage buffed casein ? with a self shank. NBS large ( 1  1/2”) People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

338 Two  buttons of putti 
holding a mirror.  

  Late c. 1800’s, two putti holding a Devil mirror with the reflection of a 
woman, BBB p. 439 #11, molded & dyed horn, both back marked. NBS 
medium & large (1” & 1  1/4”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$45.00 6:30PM

339 Two Liverpool transfer 
buttons of woman.  

Two Liverpool transfer buttons of woman.   Mid 19th c. Transfer on porcelain 
set in metal, some were made in made in Liverpool England and some in 
France, the consigner called the image on the left “Beauty & the Beast”. NBS 
medium & large (1” & 1  1/4”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

340 Five Japanese satsuma 
flower buttons.   

XCeramic with gold details from the late 19th c. - early 20th c., four with a 
cobalt back. NBS small - medium (5/8” - 1  1/4”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

341 Oval glass in metal 
poinsettia button.   

20th c. faceted clear glass that is reverse carved & painted set in brass. NBS 
large (1  5/8”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:30PM
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342 Oval cold enamel snake 
button.   

Coiled snake with paste & other details under the surface on shite metal. Cold 
enamel is a pigmented epoxy resin which gives the effect of enamel. NBS 
large (1  5/8” W)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

343 Carved eagle head button.   Hand carved from an antler in a modified oval shape. The darker coloring 
suggests it has some age to it. NBS large (1  5/16”)   

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

344 Target button by Wessel.   Pastes in a target design under plastic set in metal, signed HGW. NBS large (1  
5/16”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

345 Original set of Guinness 
vest buttons. 

On an original set reverse- carved & painted Guinness charcters set in metal 
from England, back marked Gunness. NBS small (5/8”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

346 Two Vintage celluloid floral 
buttons.   

A flower and another floral design in pressed tinted celluloid. NBS large (2  
1/8” & 2  3/8”)

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

347 Vintage celluloid owl look 
alike button.  

 Laminated & painted celluloid with large holes for sewing on to the garment 
with ribbon or thicker thread. In an owl-like design. NBS large (2  1/4”)

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 6:00PM

348 Four enamel plant life 
buttons.    

A base-taille enamel holly button plus three enamel button depicting roses, 
one with faceted cut-steel OME. NBS mediums (7/8” - 1”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

349 Three Arts & Crafts like 
enamel buttons.   

Cobalt & lite blue enamel on white metal, possibly from the Arts & Crafts era. 
NBS medium (1”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

350 Four Vintage ceramic 
button by Monique Ogier.    

Painted porcelain buttons made by this famous artist from France, c. 1940’s, 
refer to Loic Allio’s book BOUTONS - p.191 , all signed, two numbered. NBS 
mediums (1” - 1  1/8”)

Ceramic Buttons $45.00 6:00PM

351 Three Vintage wood 
buttons by Roger 
Scemema ?.   

Hand carved & painted or tinted buttons by this famous artist from France. 
The bird may be carved Vintage plastic (casein ?). NBS medium & large (1” - 1  
1/2”)

Wood Buttons $45.00 6:00PM

352 Three delightful Vintage 
Bakelite buttons.   

Two Bakelite “cookie” buttons with painted Mexicans engaging in activities, 
one realistic painted Bakelite hat button. NBS large (1  1/4” - 1  1/2”)

Bakelite Buttons $45.00 6:00PM

353 Three Russian lacquer 
buttons.   

A farmer, a king and two women drinking, hand painted on wood, signed by 
the artists. NBS large (1  1/2” - 1  5/8”)

Wood Buttons $45.00 6:00PM

354 Three buttons of 
Greenman etc…   

Stamped & tinted brass, pressed wood, stamped brass & white metal. NBS 
medium - large (1” - 1  1/2”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$45.00 6:00PM

355 Five stunning Victorian 
jewel buttons.   

Beautiful emerald green faceted glass set in open worked, stamped & tinted 
brass. NBS large (1  1/2”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$45.00 6:00PM

356 Ten buttons depicting 
elephants.   

Materials of black glass, enamel, white metal, plastics & natural material. NBS 
small - large (5/8” - 1  3/8”)

Animal Buttons $45.00 6:00PM

357 Card of 8 Peary at the 
North Pole buttons.  

Commemorative buttons of explorer Admiral Robert Peary & assistants 
reaching the north pole in 1909. Stamped brass, one brass with white metal. 
NBS medium & large (11/16” - 1  1/2”)

Commemorative  
Buttons

$45.00 6:00PM

358 Card of 20 flower buttons.    Including a basket of flowers, painted with tole finish, stamped metal, glass 
and others. NBS small - large (5/8” - 1  1/2”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:00PM

359 Card of three buckles & 
trim.   

Stamped & tinted metal with faceted cut-steel plus a photograph of a woman 
wearing a buckle in her hat. NBS large ( 2  3/4” - 5”)

Buckles $25.00 6:00PM

360 Satsuma God of 
Commerce & child button.

Japanese ceramic Satsuma button from the late 19th c. - early 20th c. of the 
God of Commerce (the patron of fishermen),  holding a fishing pole sitting 
next to a child, Japanese signature on back. Similar button without the child 
in the book: “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p.219. NBS 
medium (1 1/4”)

Satsuma Buttons $50.00 7:30PM

361 Satsuma running boar 
zodiac button.

Japanese ceramic Satsuma button from the early 20th c. of an Asian Zodiac 
set, the year of the boar who rushes bravely without fear! Similar to button in 
the book: “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p. 241. NBS 
large (1 1/4”)

Satsuma Buttons $50.00 7:30PM

362 Satsuma Iris’s with Mt. 
Fugi button.

Japanese ceramic Satsuma button from the late 19th c. - early 20th c. of iris’s 
in a water scene with Mt. Fugi in the background. Similar to button in the 
book: “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p. 11. NBS large 
(1 1/4”)

Satsuma Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

363 Satsuma Beckoning Cat 
button.

Japanese ceramic Satsuma button from the late 19th c. - early 20th c. of The 
Beckoning Cat who invites customers into into a shop to bring prosperity to 
the shop owner. Japanese signature & export mark on back. Pictured in the 
book: “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p. 329 NBS 
medium (1 3/16”)

Satsuma Buttons $50.00 7:30PM
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364 Satsuma button of 
Hanashobu Iris’s.

Japanese ceramic Satsuma button from the late 19th c. - early 20th c. of  
Hanashobu Iris’s. Similar to buttons in the book: “Satsuma Buttons and 
Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p. 34. NBS medium (1 3/16”)

Satsuma Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

365 Rare extra-large realistic 
metal moth button.

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. stamped & tinted metal, made in the Ashlee style, 
great details! NBS large (1 3/4”)

Animal Buttons $50.00 7:30PM

366 Woman on a wall in a 
garden button.

Late 19th c. woman sitting in a wall holding plants, stamped & tinted brass, 
Albert Parent & Co. back mark. NBS medium (1 1/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

367 Woman in white bonnet 
button.

This lovely miss is wearing the latest fashion. 19th c. painting on natural 
material under glass with paste border, all prong set in metal. NBS medium (1 
3/16”)

People Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

368 Unusual shaped button of 
a women in pink dress.

A young woman waiting to dance? 19th c. painting on natural material under 
glass with paste border in a hexagonal shape, all prong set in metal, signed 
on the front by the artist: AX. NBS medium (1 1/8”)

People Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

369 A colorful button of paste 
jewels. 

19th c. prong set colorful pastes set in metal with openwork. NBS large (1 
5/16”)

Jewel Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

370 Woman or man in black 
hat button.

Late 19th c. transfer on porcelain with paste border, all prong set in brass. 
Similar style to buttons in BBB - p. 26. NBS medium (1 1/8”)

Ceramic Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

371 Woman in blue hat button. Late 19th c. transfer on porcelain with paste border, all prong set in brass, 
BBB - p.26 #8. NBS medium (1 3/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

372 Enamel with foil flowers 
button. 

Late 19th c. painted enamel with foil flowers surrounded by a Rococo border 
filled in with pink enamel & gilded metal, similar construction to - BBB - p. 45 
#13. NBS large (1 1/4”)

Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

373 A stunning blue enamel 
button with foil & gold 
stars.

19th c. cobalt blue enamel with blue foil flour de lys, silver dots & gold stars in 
a pattern, all set in gilded metal with faceted cut-steel border, some of the 
silver dots are tarnished. NBS large (1 7/16”)

Enamel Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

374 Scarce Native warrior 
attacked by a cougar 
button.

Native American warrior on horseback scarce horn button, BBB p.321 #9 
titled: “Indian rider attacked by a cougar”, Couse & Maple suggest that this 
might be called “The Amazon” - the design inspired by a group of statuary at 
the 1851 exhibition in London. molded & dyed horn. NBS large (1  3/8”)

People Buttons $50.00 7:30PM

375 Black glass button of a 
Phrygian warrior.

Late 1800’s molded matte & shiny black glass button of a warrior wearing the 
conical cap of the ancient Phrygians, some tiny chips on the rim. BBB p 321 
#3. NBS large (1 7/16”)

Black Glass 
Buttons

$45.00 7:30PM

376 Victorian black glass 
passementerie button. 

Victorian black painted metal wire frame with individual facetted pieces of 
black glass placed on spikes on the metal frame. This type of passementerie 
was more decorative than functional. NBS large (1 7/8”)

Black Glass 
Buttons

$45.00 7:00PM

377 Glass in metal with black 
glass passemeterie border 
button,

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. reverse-painted under glass set in brass imitation 
gemstone with faceted black glass passementerie border, all set in black 
painted steel. NBS large (1 3/4’)

Black Glass 
Buttons

$45.00 7:00PM

378 An elaborate Art Nouveau 
button with marcasite 
OME.

A stamped & silvered brass button with openwork and faceted marcasite 
jewels all around the faceted black glass center. The term 'marcasite' 
generally refers to jewelery or buttons set with the semi-precious stone made 
from silver with tiny pieces of its chemical twin, pyrite, one marcasite on the 
border is missing. NBS large (1 5/8”)

Jewel Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

379 Rare Gay’90’s jewel button 
with flowers & leaves.

A beautiful “jewel” button from the 1890’s, stamped & gilded brass with 
openwork of leaves & flowers surrounding an oval glass cabochon of pink 
glass with foil & goldstone which appears to glow! NBS large (1 3/4”)

Jewel Buttons $50.00 7:00PM

380 Satsuma zodiac button of 
white and black rats.

Japanese ceramic Satsuma button from the early 20th c. of an Asian Zodiac 
set, the year of the rat who is the messenger for the God of Happiness! 
Japanese signature & export mark on the back. Pictured in the book: 
“Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p. 241. Note this button 
has been restored. NBS medium (1 3/16”).

Satsuma Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

381 Satsuma red dragon 
button.

Japanese ceramic Satsuma button from the late 19th c. - early 20th c. of a 
red dragon, in Japanese dragon folklore a red dragon represents the element 
of fire. Similar to button in the book: “Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by 
Nishida and Allen p. 232. (Similar). NBS medium (1 3/16”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

382 Satsuma button of a blue 
bird among peonies & 
structure.

Japanese ceramic Satsuma button from the late 19th c. - early 20th c. of a 
blue bird among peonies and a thatched structure. Pictured in the book: 
“Satsuma Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p. 32. NBS medium (1 
3/16”).

Satsuma Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

383 Glass angel button by 
Nancy Du Bois.

Glass paperweight with millefiori inside and torch worked angel head, hands 
& wings, signed: DuBois 2001. NBS medium (1 1/8”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 7:00PM
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384 French Fops on screen 
background button.

After the French Revolution fancy elaborate costume became the fashion on 
the day. Incroyables (men) & Merveilleuses (women) were called “French 
Fops” by the English. Stamped & tinted brass with open work. Similar to BBB 
p 397 #20. NBS large (1 9/16”)

People Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

385 Extra-large Gay’90’s-type 
jewel button.

Late 1890’s - early 1900’s jewel button, stamped white metal with an imitation 
gemstone glass “jewel” in the center and faceted emerald green pastes 
surrounding it. NBS large (1 7/8”)

Jewel Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

386 Chinese carved cinnabar 
flowers button.

Early 20th c. red mercuric ore that was combined with lacquer, layered and 
then carved, this one is in a modified square shape. NBS large (2 1/4”)

Plant Life Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

387 Satsuma rabbit Zodiac 
button.

Japanese ceramic Satsuma button from the early 20th c. of an Asian Zodiac 
set, the year of the rabbit who is the wise one! Note this button has been 
restored. Back marked with the export symbol. Refer to the book: “Satsuma 
Buttons and Buckles” by Nishida and Allen p. 241. NBS medium (1 1/4”)

Satsuma Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

388 A 19th c. Coralene glass 
button.    

Victorian white glass with tiny glass Coralene balls fused to the surface with 
gold luster border, technique  similar to BBB p.111 #4. NBS small (1/2”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

389 Vintage enamel hexagonal 
button by Lowenstein.   

Copper enamel by button by Herman Lowenstein, he used copper pennies as 
the base fro his enameling, c.1960’s - 1970’s.  NBS medium (3/4”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

390 Transitional copper 
imitation sequin button.   

Copper transitional (circa 1820) with decorative openwork outer border and 
chased inner border. NBS large (1  1/2”)

Metal Buttons $45.00 5:30PM

391 French Fop with monocle  
button.   

Incroyable with monocle walking in orchard, stamped & tinted brass. NBS 
Medium (1  1/16”)

People Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

392 Screen back flowers 
button.   

Stamped & tinted brass screen back with imitation lace flowers & a twisted 
rope border. NBS Large ( 1  7/8”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

393 Realistic coiled snake 
button.  

Carved vegetable ivory with painted eyes.  Note the condition as seen in 
pictures. NBS large (1  3/8” )

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

394 Button of a French Fops 
couple.   

Incroyables - him with walking stick and her with a fan. Stamped & tinted 
brass. NBS medium ( 1  3/16”))

People Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

395 Group of 9 glass in metal 
etc…buttons.   

Eight reverse intaglio painted under glass and one paper Micky Mouse under 
glass. NBS smalls (7/16” - 5/8”) )

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$45.00 5:30PM

396 An 18th c. glass in metal 
button of feathers.   

Reverse-painted glass set metal with copper rim, c. 1760. NBS large (1  
7/16”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

397 An 18th c. copper feather 
button.   

Heavily chased copper. NBS large (1  5/16”) 18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

398 An very unusual 18th c. 
habitat button.   

A water scene made of real feathers!!!! under glass set in metal with a 
reverse-painted insect flying above. NBS large (1  7/16”)  

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

399 Vintage celluloid elaborate 
feather button.   

Two tone pressed celluloid with metal back. NBS large (1  3/8”) Celluloid Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

400 A 19th c. enamel with 
paste set in silver button.  

Three patterns painted in gold on the enamel. NBS medium (3/4”) Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

401 Georgian period gorgeous 
paste button.   

Unusual faceted pink paste with faceted clear paste border set in silver. The 
Georgian period was from c.1717 - 1837. This button is most likely from the 
earlier part of this period. NBS medium (1  1/4”)

Jewel Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

402 An 18th c. pearlbutton 
with paste center.   

White iridescent pearl with openwork stars in circles, scalloped shape. NBS 
large (1  3/8)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

403 A sweet 18th c. octagonal 
pearl button.   

White iridescent pearl with a faceted paste pin shank and carved floral border. 
NBS medium (3/4”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

404 An 18th c. transitional 
paste target button.   

Faceted paste in two shapes set in white iridescent pearl using the older 
method of setting the pastes with wax, c.1810-1815. NBS medium (1  1/16”)

18th c. Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

405 A lovely 19th c. enamel 
imitation lace buttons.   

Red enamel with painted enamel lace, counter-enameled with cobalt enamel. 
NBS medium (7/8”)

Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

406 A 19th c. enamel modified 
spindle shape button.   

Enamel pierreries center with openwork Champlevé enamel  border. NBS 
large (1  5/8”)

Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

407 A 19th c. enamel with 
steel border button.   

A Moroccan or Persian design,  transfer on enamel, prong set in metal with a 
faceted cut-steel border. NBS large (1  3/8”)

Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

408 Dish enamel of a woman & 
child button.   

The consigner believes that the naked child may represent the young French 
Dauphin with a woman about to place a wreath on his head.  A dish enamel is 
an enameled concave shape with the likeness of a serving dish, emaux pains 
painted enamel on white metal. NBS medium (3/4”)

Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:30PM
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409 An enamel button 
depicting a Greek ewer 
pitcher.    

Late 19th c. - early 20th c. champlevé enamel in a slight dome shape. NBS 
medium (1  1/4”)

Enamel Buttons $35.00 7:30PM

410 Enamel resting 
shepherdess button.   

Late 19th c. convex emaux peints/painted enamel, cobalt counter enameled, 
she still has her shepherd staff in hand. NBS medium (7/8”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

411 Enamel exotic parrot on a 
branch button.   

Early 20th c. enamel on white metal in a champlevé technique. NBS medium 
(15/16”)

Enamel Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

412 Painting on natural 
material under glass 
button.   

A lovely emaux peints/painted enamel portrait of a woman in a 19th c. glass 
in metal setting. Signature of artist on front “F.” NBS medium (13/16”)

People Buttons $45.00 7:30PM

413 Liverpool transfer Grecian 
man wearing a crown 
button.   

Mid 19th c. transfer on porcelain with gold details set in metal. NBS medium 
(1  1/8”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

414 Liverpool transfer Raj 
Indian man wearing a 
feather headdress button.   

Mid 19th c. transfer on porcelain set in metal, backmarked: P.H. Paris. NBS 
medium (1  3/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

415 Buster Brown children’s 
button.   

Printed portrait of this early 1900’s comic strip character that was worn on 
children’s clothing, print on paper under a clear plastic shield set in brass. 
NBS small (1/2”)

People Buttons $25.00 7:30PM

416 Vintage celluloid woman 
wearing a hat button.   

Painted celluloid realistic. NBS medium (3/4”) Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

417 Chinese carved cinnabar 
bird among flowers 
button.    

Early 20th c. red mercuric ore that was combined with lacquer, layered and 
then carved, this one has both red and black cinnabar. NBS large (1  1/2”)

Animal Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

418 Basket of flowers velvet 
back button.   

Hand painted yellow metal with a velvet background set in metal. NBS 
medium (7/8”)

Object Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

419 Transitional carved pearl 
button of a radiating 
design.   

Late 18th c. - early 19th c. carved white thick iridescent pearl in a scalloped 
shape. NBS large (1  3/8”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

420 Tahitian brown shell set in 
metal button.  

 A 19th c. shell set in brass with an intricate chased & engraved Art Nouveau 
design over the top. NBS large (1  7/16”)

Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

421 Carved shell stag in nature 
button.   

A very thick & sculptural carved white iridescent shell. NBS large (1  5/16”) Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

422 Late 18th c. Royal 
Copenhagen button.   

Delft porcelain button from the famous Danish porcelain company with their 
typical 4-way self shank of that time period, this button either has the back 
mark worn off or was never marked. NBS medium (1  5/16”)

Ceramic Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

423 Beautiful Nailsea looped 
glass ball button.   

Looped white, blue-grey & goldstone overlay on blue-grey glass button with a 
swirl back, similar to BBB p.82 #19. NBS small (1/2”)

Glass Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

424 Spright piping to a bird 
square button.   

20th c. stamped white metal in a square shape. NBS medium (1  1/4”) Mythological 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

425 Reverse-painted glass in 
metal flowers button.   

19th c. gold & silver reverse-painted glass set in brass. NBS large (1  9/126”) Plant Life Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

426 Caramel glass in casein 
Genghis Khan button.  

 A detailed image of the famous emperor (Great Khan) who was the 
proclaimed ruler of the Mongols and eventual invasion of much of Eurasia in 
the 13th c. Similar to BBB - p.549 #1. NBS large (2”)

People Buttons $35.00 7:00PM

427 Shibayama set in casein 
button of insects.    

A butterfly, beetle, fly & centipede ? Shibayama is an Asian art inlay technique 
used to decorate using a variety of carved natural materials of varying 
textures and colors, most often inlaid with gemstone, horn, shell and other 
materials. NBS large (2”) 

Natural Material 
Buttons

$45.00 7:00PM

428 Zodiac rooster wood set in 
metal button.   

Carved wood set in silver or white metal. This button depicts the Chinese year 
of the rooster lunar zodiac, people born under this lunar sign are courageous, 
observant, hard working & resourceful. NBS large (2”)

Animal Buttons $45.00 7:00PM

429 Art Nouveau flower 
woman button.   

The Art Nouveau period was between c.1880 - 1910. Stamped & tinted brass 
of a woman behind a huge flower. NBS large (1  7/8”)

People Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

430 Green jewel set in Vintage 
plastic button.   

A faceted triple sectioned green glass design set in a rectangle with stamped 
& tinted brass background over  plastic (Bakelite ? Casein ? other ?). NBS 
large (1  1/4”)

Jewel Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

431 Japanese Oni demon 
mask button.  

French white stamped metal with openwork made in France in the 1930’s - 
40’s. Similar images to satsuma buttons in Nishida & Allen’s book, Satsuma 
Buttons and Buckles, p.199.  NBS large (1  5/8”)

Object Buttons $25.00 7:00PM
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432 Art Deco casein & paste 
button.    

From The era of the great button-makers, Similar to p.121 in Loic Allio’s book, 
BOUTONS. French casein with faceted paste in an unusual Art Deco shape.  
NBS large (1  1/16”)

Jewel Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

433 Extra-large Art Deco 
casein jumping deer in a 
square button.   

Vintage dyed & carved casein  with open work. NBS large (2  1/8”) Animal Buttons $25.00 7:00PM

434 Art Deco rosette shank 
black glass button.   

Extra-large black glass with painted enamel in a colorful Art Deco design. 
NBS large (2  1/8”)

Black Glass 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

435 Vintage British Bakelite 
Venus & Cupid button.   

Imitation Wedgwood design under plastic set in British Bakelite, back 
marked. NBS large (1  7/16”) 

Mythological 
Buttons

$25.00 7:00PM

436 Lion of Lucerne button & 
postcard.

The Lion of Lucerne is a famous monument of the Swiss city of Lucerne by a 
Danish sculptor, Bertel Thorwaldsen. Stamped & tinted brass with a white 
metal collet and a postcard of the actual sculpture. BBB p.603 #4. Button - 
NBS large (1 7/16”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

437 French Fop at open 
window button.

After the French Revolution fancy elaborate costume became the fashion on 
the day. Incroyables (men) & Merveilleuses (women) were called “French 
Fops” by the English. Stamped & tinted French white metal with open work. 
Similar to BBB p 395 #18. NBS large (1 1/2”)

People Buttons $35.00 6:30PM

438 Cherub in chariot button. Winged half figure of a cherub holding a palm frond while riding, what 
appears to be, an ornate chariot, BBB p.447 #22, stamped & tinted brass with 
a celluloid background which has a little section that appears to be stained. 
NBS large (1 3/8”)

Mythological 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

439 Japanese metalwork 
button of a woman 
cooking.

Japanese metalwork of tooled white metal that has darkened details set in 
gilded metal, Japanese signature on the front, numbered on the back. NBS 
medium (1”)

People Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

440 Extra-large openwork 
metal flower button.

20th c. silvered metal with openwork, a little worn spot on top. NBS large (1 
3/4”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

441 Flying Bee on wood back 
button.

19th c. stamped & tinted metal bee & border with faceted cut-steels of rounds 
and unusual shapes with a wood background. BBB p.367 #2. NBS large (1 
5/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

442 Black cat looking at the 
moon button.

Print on metal with a celluloid cover set in brass that is rolled over the front to 
hold the top, c. 1930’s. Back can be cleaned to improve it. BBB p 287 #12. 
NBS medium (3/4”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

443 Native American and 
Teepee cold enamel 
buttons.

White metal with cold enamel decorative finish, cold enameling is the process 
of applying color to metal and then sealing it with a glass like substance. The 
base resin is mixed with with a colored resin & a hardener to achieve the 
desired look. NBS large (1 3/4’)

People Buttons $45.00 6:30PM

444 Shamrock with shamrocks 
border cold enamel 
button.

Yellow metal with cold enamel decorative finish and pastes underneath, cold 
enameling is the process of applying color to metal and then sealing it with a 
glass like substance. The base resin is mixed with with a colored resin & a 
hardener to achieve the desired look. NBS large (1 1/4”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

445 Five Japanese Satsuma 
Zodiac buttons.

20th c. satsuma ceramic of American zodiacs: Virgo, Taurus, Pieces, 
Saggitarius. NBS medium (7/8”)

Satsuma Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

446 Black Glass Strutting 
Rooster button.

Iridescent luster black glass with a black glass cone & metal shank, similar 
pieces were made for hat pin tops also, c.1930’s - 40’s. BBB p 87 #5. NBS 
large ( 1 3/8”)

Black Glass 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

447 Bee on Honeycomb glass 
button.

Green glass with a glass cone & metal shank, similar pieces were made for 
hat pin tops also, c.1940’s. Similar to: BBB p 367 #5. NBS large (1 3/8”)

Glass Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

448 Extra-large peacock 
button or trim.

Vintage celluloid with gold paint & faceted colored pastes, two shanks for 
positioning. NBS large (3”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

449 Three Chinese cinnabar 
buttons.

Early 20th c. red mercuric ore that was combined with lacquer, layered and 
then carved, one is set in silver with a back mark. NBS medium to large

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

450 Woman with a fan Netsuke 
button?

Carved & inked natural material from China, the color of the material suggests 
some age, curved needle holes in the back. NBS large (2 1/2”)

Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

451 Extra-large glass & plastic 
button.

Vintage chunky casein? with an escutcheon on red glass with painted details. 
NBS large (2 15/16”)

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

452 Vegetables on plate button 
by Martha Breen.

Hand made fimo realistic, a modelling clay that is well-known and popular 
with crafters and professional users of all ages, NBS large (1 3/16”)

Plant Life Buttons $25.00 6:30PM
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453 Russian Lacquer St. 
Isaacs Cathedral button.

 Russian Lacquerware is a technique of hand painting with an egg-based 
tempura on a durable papier-maché finished with layers of high gloss lacquer. 
NBS large (1 7/8” H)

Architectural 
Buttons

$25.00 6:30PM

454 Russian Lacquer frog 
holding a flower button.

Russian Lacquerware is a technique of hand painting with an egg-based 
tempura on a durable papier-maché finished with layers of high gloss lacquer. 
NBS large (1 1/2” H)

Animal Buttons $25.00 6:30PM

455 Railroad book by Don 
VanCourt.

Hard cover Transportation Uniform Button Book Volume One Railroad. Signed 
by author. (8  3/4” X 11 1/4”)

Button Books $25.00 6:30PM

456 Card of 22 black glass 
buttons.   

Including lacy, lusters, riveted, paisley etc… NBS small to large Black Glass Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

457 Two Cards of 118 glass 
buttons.   

Including weskits, enamel paint, swirl backs, galena DF etc… NBS demi to 
medium

Glass Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

458 Card of 31 glass etc… 
buttons.   

Including black glass, brown glass, non-glass inlays etc… NBS demi to 
medium

Glass Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

459 Card of 31 Victorian & 
other glass buttons.   

Including Victorian florals, lacies etc… NBS small to large Glass Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

460 Card of 47 glass radiant 
buttons.   

Including many different radiant glass patterns etc…NBS small Glass Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

461 Card of 67 bird buttons & 
buckle.  

Including an elaborate 1/2 buckle of chicks hatching plus other bird buttons. 
NBS small to large

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

462 Card of 38 assorted 
animal buttons.   

Including dog with walker, horses, horse shoes etc… NBS small to large Animal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

463 Card of 33 deer & other 
animal buttons.   

Including deer, camel, pigs, fabulous creature etc… NBS small to medium Animal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

464 Card of 29 dog buttons.   Including black glass, brown glass, non-glass inlays etc… NBS small to 
medium

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

465 Card of 37 insect buttons.   Including spiders, flies, VI ladybug, mosquito etc… NBS small to medium Animal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM
466 Card of 41 story buttons.   Including Rumplestilskin,  clowns, men, women etc… NBS small to large Story Buttons $25.00 5:00PM
467 Card of 17 Kate 

Greenaway & other 
buttons

Including cherubs, children etc… NBS small to medium Story Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

468 Card of 28 Asians & fan 
buttons.   

Including Madam Chrysanthemum, fans, natural material etc… NBS small to 
large

People Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

469 Card of 27 assorted 
pictorial buttons.   

Including birds, people, mythological etc… NBS small to large Story Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

470 Two Cards of 33 story & 
people  buttons.   

Including Robinson Caruso, Washington the huntsman,  other people etc… 
NBS small to large

Story Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

471 Card of 35 people 
buttons.  

 Including heads, figures etc… NBS small to large People Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

472 Card of 41 people 
buttons.   

Including heads, figures etc…  NBS small to large People Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

473 Card of 23 story & people 
buttons.   

Including heads, figures etc… NBS small to large Story Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

474 Card of 15 religious & 
biblical buttons.   

Including Rebecca at the well, may & Jesus, angels etc… NBS small to large People Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

475 Card of 26 cherub & putti 
buttons.   

Including heads, figures etc…NBS small to large Mythological 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

476 Card of 28 mythological & 
other buttons.   

Including heads, figures etc… NBS small to large Mythological 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

477 Card of 34 astronomical & 
other buttons.               

Including stars, moons etc… NBS small to large Astronomical 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

478 Card of 34 plant life 
buttons.   

Including berries, pears, grapes etc… NBS small to medium Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

479 Card of 58 plant life 
buttons.   

Including flowers, grapes etc… NBS small to large Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

480 Card of 48 plant life 
buttons.   

Including holly, leaves etc… NBS demi to medium Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:00PM
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481 Card of 64 plant life 
buttons.   

Including flowers etc… NBS small to large Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

482 Card of 26 plant life & 
basket buttons.   

Including flower, fruit etc… NBS small to large Plant Life Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

483 Card of 28 buckles & 
horse shoe buttons.   

Including black glass, metal etc… NBS small to medium Object Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

484 Card of 19 buttons 
depicting shells.   

Including materials of horn, composition, glass etc NBS small to medium Object Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

485 Card of 50 architectural 
buttons.   

Including cabins, houses, railings, walls etc… NBS small to large              Architectural 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

486 Card of 30 transportation 
etc… buttons.   

Including ships, camels, cars etc…. NBS small to large Transportation 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

487 Card of 44 enamel 
buttons.   

Including various enamel techniques, painted metal etc… NBS demi to 
medium

Enamel Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

488 Two Cards of over 300 
china buttons.

Including bulleyes, stencils, etc…   NBS demi to (1) medium China Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

489 Card of 158 china buttons. Including calico and one stencil. NBS small China Buttons $25.00 5:00PM
490 Two Cards of 143 pearl 

and shell buttons.
Including some with OME. NBS demi to large                             Pearl & Shell 

Buttons
$25.00 5:00PM

491 Card of 54 unusual pearl 
and shell buttons.

Including an anchor OME, cowrey scene, etc.. NBS small to large Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

492 Two Cards of 114 pearl 
and shell buttons.

Including carved and some sweet demis. NBS demi to large Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

493 Card of 39 novelty 
buttons.

Including oil fabric clock, celluloid sport equipment, coconut seahorse, etc…  
NBS small to large.

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

494 Card of 50 uniform 
buttons and trim.

Including police, steamship, livery, eagles and others… NBS small to medium Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

495 Card of 75 uniform 
buttons and trim. 

Including police, post office department, eagles, etc… NBS small to large Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

496 Two Cards of 58 uniform 
buttons.

Including army, navy, marines, air force, coast guard, women’s corp, etc…  
NBS small to large

Uniform Button $25.00 5:00PM

497 Card of 35 golden age 
buttons.

Including early gilt, golden age, grapes, a demi, etc… NBS demi to medium Metal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

498 Lot of 133 carded and 
loose pearl and shell 
buttons.

Including whistles, etc… NBS demi to medium Pearl & Shell 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

499 Lot of 130 carded and 
loose metal buttons. 

Including Girl Scout, etc… NBS demi to medium Metal Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

500 Lot of 60 carded and 
loose fabric buttons.

Including velvet acorns, black glass OME, etc… NBS small Fabric Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

501 Lot of 68 assorted material 
buttons.

Including doll, novelty lock and key, whistle, deer horn, composition, etc… 
NBS demi to medium

Vintage Plastic 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

502 Lot of 133 carded and 
loose tagua nut buttons.

Including whistles, vintage shoe buttons, etc… NBS small Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

503 Lot of 100 carded and 
loose assorted material 
buttons.

Including celluloid, metal OME, paste OME, etc… NBS small to large Natural Material 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

504 Lot of 118 carded and 
loose mostly glass 
buttons.

Including swirl back, weskit, etc…  NBS demi to small Glass Buttons $25.00 5:00PM

505 Lot of 44 carded and 
loose black glass with 
luster buttons.

Including silver and gold luster. NBS demi to small to medium Black Glass 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

506 Lot of 136 carded and 
loose black glass buttons.

NBS small Black Glass 
Buttons

$25.00 5:00PM

507 Card of 14 lustered black 
glass buttons.   

Hot air balloon, crescent moon, spider on her web, frogs with a rickshaw, frog 
on a shell, ladybug, frogs on a leaf, bat, grasshopper, anchors & others, black 
glass with various lusters. NBS smalls (1/2” - 11/16”)  

Black Glass 
Buttons

$45.00 5:00PM
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508 Racecourse scene button. Stamped & tinted metal set in faux tortoise Bakelite, note crack. Similar to 
BBB - p.319 #8. NBS large (1 3/8”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

509 Three sporting buttons Stamped & tinted brass with back marks. Refer to BBB - p. 655. NBS 
medium (1”)

Sporting Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

510 Imp of pain button. Stamped & tinted brass, similar to BBB - p.447 #24. NBS large (1 3/8”) Mythological 
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

511 Three story buttons. Goose that Laid the Golden Egg, BBB- p.459 #13. Pierrot & Pierette, BBB p. 
390 #15. Cleopatra & the Asp, similar to BBB - p. 390 #1. Stamped & tinted 
brass. NBS larges (1  1/4” - 1  5/16”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

512 Two lion buttons. Lion in a Lush Valley, similar to BBB - p. 370 #7. Lion with a Sheild, BBB - p. 
615 #2. Stamped & tinted brass. NBS larges (1  3/8”)

Animal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

513 Four story buttons. Aeneas the Trojan Prince, BBB - p. 422 #10. The Little Charmer, BBB - p. 460 
#19. Two Monks Relaxing, BBB - p. 478 #13. Lohenstein’s Farewell, BBB - p. 
386 #15. Stamped & tinted brass. NBS larges (1  3/8” - 1  5/16”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

514 Two fable & mythological 
buttons.

Fable - The Fox & the Grapes - BBB - p. 372 #3. Mythological dragon - BBB - 
p. 430 #10. Stamped & tinted brass. NBS larges (1  3/8” & 1  1/2”)

Story Buttons $25.00 5:30PM

515 Purple Gay’90’s button.   Late 1890’s - early 1900’s Gay’90’s jewel button, elaborate stamped brass 
with an imitation gemstone purple glass “jewel” in the center. NBS large (1 
3/4’)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

516 Green glass jewel button. Gay’90’s-type, white metal with a faceted green glass center, 20th c. NBS 
large (1 1/2”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

517 Blue glass jewel button. Gay’90’s-type, white metal with a faceted blue glass center, 20th c. NBS large 
(1 1/2”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

518 Amber glass jewel button. Gay’90’s-type, yellow metal with a faceted amber glass center & clam broth 
glass inner border, early 20th c., back marked. NBS large (1 9/16”)

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

519 Six glass jewel buttons. Gay’90’s-type, metal with a faceted amber glass centers, 20th c. NBS 
medium to large sizes.

Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

520 Five glass jewel buttons. Gay’90’s-type, metal with a faceted glass centers, 20th c. NBS large sizes. Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

521 Three green glass jewel 
buttons.

Gay’90’s-type, metal with a glass centers, 20th c. NBS large sizes. Glass in Metal  
Buttons

$25.00 5:30PM

522 Filigree-type ball button. An applied filigree-type tinted brass ball shape button. NBS medium (1”) Metal Buttons $25.00 5:30PM
523 Lot of 250 carded and 

loose black glass buttons.
Including luster, unusual shape, etc…   NBS demi to large Black Glass 

Buttons                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
$25.00 5:00PM
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